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Civic Center Location
To Be Near City Park
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A Community Center to accomodate the civic needs
of the twin cities will be erected in the Fulton City Park Volume Thirty
area, John Simrell president of the Fulton-South Fulton
Civitan Club announced today. Mr. Simrell, president
of Fulton's newest civic organization told the News on
Wednesday that at a meeting held last week he reported
to the club the various sites under consideration and the
members present unanimously voted to erect the center
in the area of the City Park, either on the park grounds
Mitchell
Gwynne
the
of
or on the grounds in the area of the Health Center and
Crutchfield Community died on
. .
Plunge_kool.
Wednesday about ten .thirty as a
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Milam-Nanney
Will Bowl On
TV In Paducah
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Next step in the erection of the
building is to call together all of
the civic organizations in the
area to join forces with the Civitan Club to maae the effort a
community-wide endeavor.

Red Cross Drive
Is On March 6;
White Is Leader

Nanney won the playoff with
1788 pins for nine games, an average of 198 pins per game to qualify for the roll-off to represent
Jet Lane.

James W. White. Executive
Vise President ig the City National Bank, has been named as
the American Red Cross 1961
Drive Chairman of Fulton. Kentucky. Mr. White has announced
that March 6. 1961 will be the
kick-off day for the drive in Fulton. The goal for this year has
been set at $1.578.00
The 1961 canipaign theme is
"Good Things Happen When You
Help" Warm and meaningful, the
theme epitomizes in only six
words the work of the Red Crosshumanity. in action the world
over.

He won over Duncan Alexander, who WILK second, and Jim
Owens, Jim Bright Snooky Mann,
Miami McIntosh. Rodney Miller,
Gardner Whitlock, Edmond King,
W L Burgess and John Thorpe

JAYCEE BANQUET
The annual "Bosses Night" and
distinguished service awards banquet of the Fulton Chamber of
Commerce will be held Friday
evening February 24 at the Fulton Country Club

On Saturday, February 18. Fulton's Amanda Milam will play in
the upper bracket finals on Paducah TV A Member of the Fulton
Daily Leader team in the FerryMorse Dirt Dobters league. Mrs.
Mitam has won ta 0 other games
on TV to (*itch the bracket finals

I)•

perhaps iEre-Ta'atioti of the proposed center might pose a prob.
lem since ninety per cent of the
Civitan Club members are from
South Fulton- However, a spokesman for the club said that when
the matter was discussed it was
apparent that no boundary line
existed in the minds of the public_
spirited members and that it was
unanimous that the most fesiaible
site would be on the Kentucky
side.

Pat Nanney of Martin will represent Jet Lane cx, WPSD-TV
February 25 at Paducah

Governor Bert Combs has de cla red the week of February 20
aa c-Farm Bureau. Wee1C—in. Kenresult of a self-inflicted gun tucky, and many county judges
wound Mr. Gwynne. about 59, are expected to proclaim the same
had been in ill health for about date as "Farm Bureau Week" in
two years.
the counties.
Attaches of the Hornbeak FunIn his proclamation Governor
eral Home reported that Mr.
Combs referred to Farm Bureau
Gwynne was alone in the livingas the "voice of agriculture" in
room of his home. Mrs. Gwynne
Kentucky, and pointed out that
had gone into the yard to do
moredloan 5,000 rural and farm
chores and heard the blast from
fandffes have joined the organia 12-guage shot-gun and went Inzation for the purpose of speaking
to the house and found that Mr.
and acting for themselves through
Gwynne had placed the weapon
organized effort.
in his mouth and pulled the trigger.
Governor Combs called agriculAt press time on Wednesday ture "the number one industry in
funeral arrangements were in- the state, producing more total income and employing more people
complete.
Survivors include his wife, Ella than any other."
Moore Gwynne, several nieces,
nephews and cousins. One brother
FRESH WATER FOR YOU!
preceded him in death in 1960.
Funeral seroces for Mr. GaroThe Fulton Rotary Club voted
nne will be held at 2-00 Thursday to install an additional water
at the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel fountain in the City Park and J.
with Rev Paul Jones officiating. D. Hales announced that Richard
Burial will be in the Rock Springs Slier had been chosen as the
Cemetery.
clubs representative to the World
Friends may call at the Horn- Affairs Institute in Cincinnati.
beak Funeral Home.
Trade in Fulton with your
friendly merchants.
P-TA MEETS TODAY!
The West Fulton PTA will meet
Thursday for the regular monthly meeting and Founders Day
observance at 3 p m at the Farm
Room. There will be a special
Founders Day program and all
past president are twecially invited to attend.
CHEER UP, EVA'
Mrs. Eva Williams, who is
Barclay
brother.
visiting her
Parish in Tampa. Florida fell and
to
confined
is
broke her hip and
the St. Joseph's Hospital in Tampa and would sure feel better if
she heard from the folks at home.
Her address is: Ill St. Joseph's
Hospital, Room 338. Tampa, Fla

Eye Witness To Tragedy Sends Dollar
To Pay For New "City Of New Orleans"
KY. WINDAGE I
By P. W.
LANDSCAPING
home
the
landscaping
Is
grounds one of your projects for
1961? If it is and you need to
brush up on your knowledge of
what to plant, Fred C. Snyder.
chairman, Correspondence Courses, the Pennsylvania State University, sugg'eerts you enroll in a
home study course.
The one he believes will be of
the most help right now is Course
Azaleas,
133, "Rhododendrons.
and Related Plants." Improved
varieties of these native Peng".
sylvania plants are suitable: tor
home landscaping. And thartourlesaon course describes the selection, planting, management, and
disease control measures for these
plants. It also gives the colors of
flowers and the height to which
the various plants grow.
You can obtain home study
course 133 by sending $1.00 to
202
Courses,
Correspondence
Agricultural Education Building,
University Park, Pa. Make your
check or money order payable to
The Pennsylvania State University.

Recently a gasoline truck carelessly drove into the path of the
Illinois Central !streamline City of
New Orleans resulting in the tragic loss of six lives including those
of the train's engineer and fireman.
Shortly following reports of the
accident In the newspapers a 12year-old boy living on a rural
route out of Lexington, Miss ,
named Ed Word wrote the following letter to Illinois Central Superintendent Henry K. Buck at
Memphis. Mr, Buck sent the letter
on to Wayne A. Johnston, president of the Illinois Central Railroad at Chicago. Mr. Johnston's
reply is also reprinted. Ed's note.)
"Dear Mr. Buck:
I thank you for the books and
papers and tell Mr. Johnston I
thank him when you see him. I
PM sorry to hear of the train
wreck at McComb and the one at
Yazoo. The one at McComb was
bad, and the one at Yazoo was
too. It was a little lucky because
of the gas cars that didn't explode.

Note Booki

"Dear Edward:
Superintendent
Henry Buck
told me you liked the pictures
I
books
and
sent and he also let
me see the niee letter you wrote.
It makes me feel good to know
that down in Mississippi there is a
Continued On Page Fite

Quick Thinking Navy Officer Saves
Life Of Little Don Hogan In Memphis
(The following story about little
Donald Mark Hogan. Grandson of
J. R. "Happy" Hogan of Fulton
appeared last week in the Memphis Press-Scimitar)

Once three years ago Navy Lt.
Glenn Poore, 39. was thumbing
thru an old issue of Reader's Digest when his eyes came to rest
on a subject entitled: Mouth-to--Jottings
Mouth Resuscitation,
from
In the back of the Lieutenant's
mind the thought dimly presented
itself: Who knows, maybe some
./09S
day I'll need it.
Recently he did. Lt. Poore, who
is Security Officer at the Naval
Air Station, was sitting with his
wife Maxine in the home at 2030
heard
they
when
Lauretta
screaming and pounding at the
front door,
It was their next door neighter, Mrs. Donald Hogan. In her
Read Diary of Doin's today and arms, blue limp, cold and, as Mrs.
you'll dee why there's no time for Hogan said later, "apparently
dead," was her 2-year-old son,
a column today.
Continued on Page Five

I know it sounds kind of funny,
but I read this story about this
boy that liked the railroad 90 one
day he heard about a train wreck
so he asked a trainman.could he
help like carrying water to the
men and do other jobs. So if you
will call Lexington 558R-4 if you
have a wreck on the branch line
between Durant and Gwin or a
little way out of Durant north or
south out of Gwin, I know a few
signals with lanterns and tell the
railroad men about it so they will
know and so don't forget. I know
the company might not let you
do it, but if you can I inclose a
dollar, it's not much but I hope
you can take it to help to pay
for the new City of New Orleans.

Donald Mark
Lt. Poore put the boy on a
couch. Mrs. Hogan was hysterirally explaining that she found
the boy this way,
fter dinner, and
she could do nothing to make him
breath.
Nothing Lt. Poore and his wife
did at first made him breathe
either. They shook him and slapped him on the back. They stuck
their fingers in his throat, trying
to unclod whatever was there.
The boy looked dead.
Something clicked in the lieutenant's mind then, and he remembered. He put his mouth to
the little boy's mouth. He blew
gently at first, then more forcefully
Still nothing happened. Ire blew
again, again, again. Something
moved inside the boy's chest.
Faintly. Gaspingly. With his hand
on the chest the Lieutenant felt
the breath stirring inside. Mark
was breathing.
ConUnned on Page Five
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Mitchell Gwynne Combs Dedicates
Victim Of SelfNext Week To
Inflicted Wound Farm Bureau

The Community Center project
was announced last December
when the Civitan Club undertook
the sale of fruit cakes with which
to start the building program
While the sale of the cakes did
not raise the desired amount, the
protect to build a Community
Center is going ahead. with the
club planning other money raising events to erect the much
needed center in the twin cities.
Mr Sitrnrell expressed gratitude
for the community spirit shown
by all the members most of them
residents of South Fulton, to erect
the center on the Kentucky side
of the border.
Early Indications were that
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State Ruling May Close Milton School;
102 Students Attend Class In Churches
Under a State Board of Education ruling that no
new school buildings can be erected containing fewer
mail eight- units; there -is- grave doubt- that-Milton Elementary School will be rebuilt. The all-Negro school
was completely destroyed by fire on Saturday afternoon, from what appeared to be spontaneous combustion. The school, insured for $25,000, which was the cost
of the building when it was erected in 1951, would cost
approximately $65,000 to be rebuilt, according to modern day estimates for per room building costs.
W. L. Holland, superintendent
of Fulton City Schools said that
he had called for a meeting of
State Board officials with the
Fulton City School Board at an
early date to discuss the matter.
Representatives from the Division
of Building and Grounds, the Division of Finance and the Division of Instruction will meet with
the local school board.
Units, as defined in the State
Board ruling, are the number of
teachers in a school. Milton is
usidered a four-unit school and
under the ruling could not be rebuilt. It is the concensus among
school officials in Fulton that it
would be desirable to rebuild the
school to take care of the 102 students who are presently attending school in two churches in the

area called Missionary Bottoms.
The first four grades are in the
Antioch Baptist Church and the
upper four grades are being
Bell's Chapel
in the
taught
Church. According to Mr. Holland
the school will be conducted in
the churches until the end of the
school year.
The fire was discovered by a
group of small boys playing in
the school yard on Saturday. Seeing smoke coming out of a window they called the Fulton Fire
Department. Fire Chief Nerno
Williams answered the call and
at first believed it to be a flame
in a closet off the room occupied
by the principal. Mrs. A. Z. Tucker. Finding that he could not
reach the fire he pryed open the
front door and found that flames

v..'eee engulfing the ceiling of ths
room, lie first attempted to fighl
the fire with chemicals from a
—a
small, hose.
However, with the fire raging
in the downstairs room, he called
a second fire truck and connected
1056 feet of fire hose, in 24 sections, and by this time the fire
had gone into the attic from the
ceiling in the two by two closet.
The fire spread quickly over the
(Ewing Hayden, in a corn munication written Monday reported that the fire at the Milwas apparently
ton School
started by spontaneous combustion _ A furniture-polished
soaked dusting cloth apparently ignited, causing enough heat
to trigger the explosion of the
Insect bombs in the closet.)

entire building and has been
termed a complete loss. Eye witnesses to the fire said that they
heard an early explosion that
sounded like a double barreled
shot-gun blast.
While fireman were fighting
the blaze another, and similar explosion was heard, and digging
into the debris after the fire insect spray bombs were found in
the closet. A bottle of rubbing alcohol was also found as was a
ca n.
t o
Inf
in
pa(
nned sources said that the
insect bombs contain about 95
per cent coal oil under high pressure. The bombs are set to explode at 130 degrees, however
they have been known to explode
at 110 degrees.)
Milton School was operated by
the county when it was first
started on July 1st. 1920 and D.
G. Rose was the first principal.
The new brick building was constructed in 1925 and at that time
it included the high school students. In 1939 it became an elementary school due to lack of enrollment necessary to keep the
high school.
In 1951 the school building was
completely modernized in the
school improvement program. An
automatic oil heating system was
instalhad at this time. Only recently have the heating systems
of the other three Fulton city
schools been equipped with automatic heat
During the Christmas holidays
new asphalt tile floors were laid
in the building and this year a
new class room and a new teacher
were added at the school. Mrs.
A. Z. Tucker is the principal. New
Lt. - Gov. Wilson Wyatt
desks were installed this year in
the new class room and other new
the first 10 months of 1960:
equipment added.
Additional investment announcThe entire contents of the builded by manufacturing concerns and
ing were a total lass, according to
electric utilities totaled $355,423,Supt. Holland. This included about
000.
$3000 worth of state textbooks.'
The breakdown shows 40 new
plants with investment of $53,671,NEARLY 100
000, expansion of 37 existing
Mrs. Zepp Starks of Route
plants requiring additional capital
of $85,752,000, and a new invest- Two, Water Valley will celebrate
ment of $216,000,000 in generating her 99th birthday on February 21
facilities to increase power capaci- and friends say she is just active
ty in Kentucky by 1,296,000 kilo- and full of pep as she can be.
'Twould be nice to send her a
watts.
Wyatt, of course, has not pros birthday card to let her know
she's reached a mighty important
Continued on Page Five

Energetic Wilson Wyatt Is Combing
America For New State Industries
When energetic Lt. Governor Wilson W. Wyatt
comes to Fulton on Monday night to speak to the annual meeting of the Fulton and South Fulton Chamber
of Commerce he will bring with him a store house of
information regarding Kentucky's industrial future.
The meeting will be held at the South Fulton school
cafeteria at 7101?. M. Mrs. Wyatt will accompany her
husband to Fulton.
As lieutenant governor, Wilson
Wyatt has emerged as the ultimate
in this new concept of the office
His primary duty, of course, was
imposed by law—to officiate as
president of the State Senate and,
as such, to serve as full-time
chairman of the Legislative Research Commission.
The state convention elected
him Democratic national committeeman from Kentucky, the party
office traditionally held by previous Governors.
But Wyatt's predominant role
has been to bring to life one of the
major pledges of the Combs-Wyatt
platform, namely:
To improve the economic climate of Kentucky, thereby broadening the base of taxable wealth;
to provide more jobs at home for
Kentuckians, thereby improving
the standard of living; in short, to
bring into sharper utility Kentucky's potential of human and
natural resources.
The first year of his leadership
has produced advances never before seen in this state; advances
butressed with millions in money,
as well as vigorous new approaches.

To Show Films
On John Deere
The annual "John Deere" Day
sponsored by Burnette Tractor
Company will be next Monday
morning Feb. 20 at the Fulton
Theatre, Naylor Burnette, local
manager, announced this week.
The program, of interest to
every farm family in the area, inchides a number of educational
and humorous films, new developments by the John Deere line and
a display of new equipment outside the theatre.
Using the theme "A new generation of power is here", films
will show the new power equipment that John Deere has developed for faster and bigger
capacity work around the farm.
Admission to the theatre is free
to farmers and their families.
Tickets may be obtained at the
Burnette Tractor Company on
Fourth Street at anytime.

To begin, Wyatt sparked through
the Legislature a bill consolidating
agricultural and industrial development into the single Department of Economic Development.
lie assumed a sort of personal
guardianship over the new department. To do so, he moved as much
of it from the basement of the
Capitol Annex as office space
could be found for, near his official suite on the third floor of the
CapItol.
In one year, Wyatt has steered
this State to the unique position of
offering both public and private
loans to marginal industry unable
to obtain credit through normal
channels.
His leadership has resulted in
the start of industrial and agricultural research, each underpinned
with $1,000,000 of State money.
His vigorous interest in forestry
has led to the greatest expansion
—veritably an explosion—ever undertaken at one time in Kentucky.
He worked tirelessly at both the
State and federal levels to get under way a 10-year geological survey to cost $12,000,000.
The following growth occurred
in the area dominated by Wyatt in

Billy Johnson,Tommy Fields Honored
Al Annual Scout Award In Paducah
Billy Johnson, one of Fulton's most prominent
young businessmen and active in all phases of community endeavor was presented with Scouting's highest award last Thursday night in Paducah. The Silver Beaver Award, one of the Nation's top honors for volunteer
scouters was presented to Mr. Johnson at the annual
Recognition Dinner held last week at the Civic Center.
•
at Memphis
receiving the Silver Beaver Tommy is a student

In
Award, Billy Johnson became the
ninth Fultonian to be so honored
and the 56th in the Four River
Council, which comprises eleven
counties.
Others from Fulton, who have
received the Silver Beaver include: Bertes Pigue, 1944; W. M.
Blackstone, 1946; J. 0. Lewis,
1948; F. A. Homra, 1951, Louis
Weeks, 1951; Nelson Tripp, 1952;
IMPROVING!
Robert Burrow, 1958; J. A. Willingham, 1958, Thomas Exum,
R. E. (Bob) Hyland, popular
1960.
insurance man and IC Railroad
Also recognized at the dinner
employee is still in the IC Hospital in Chicago and is well WBS Tommy Fields, who recenUy
his Eagle Scout award.
achieved
enough to wait eagerly for that
mail call. We've been missing Bob He is the son of Mrs. Roper Fields
of Memphis, formerly of Fulton.
and wish he'd hurry home.

State University. The presentation
of the Eagle Scout badge will be
made at Fulton at a later date.
Jewell Holt of the Magnavox
Corporation in Paducah made the
award and in making the presentation to Mr. Johnson said: "Our
next Award goes to a man who
has served his community in all
phases of service and has meant
Scouting to the boys in his town.
"He is surrently registered as
Scoutmaster, a capacity he has
filled for the past 10 years. For
the past 3 years he has also been
in charge of the Youth program of
the JaOcees in his town of which
he is a Charter member. He servContinued on Page live
(Photo Inside)

Ray Moss Enters
Second District
Magistrate Race
In a communication to The News
this week, Mr. Moss issued the following statement: to the citizens
of Fulton County:
"I wish to announce my candidacy for Magistrate of the
Second District of Fulton County, subject to the action of the
election
primary
Democratic
May 23, 1961.
"Your vote and influence will
be appreciated".
—Ray Mass
TENN. TAGS DUE
Motor vehicle license plates will
go on sale in Obion county on
March 1 and County Court Clerk
James T. Kendall today advised
owners of motor vehicles to check
their files for proper titles and
registrations.

STRENGTHEN AMERICA.. Character Counts.
The Boy Scouts of America are
to be commended for their 51st anniversary slogan. The impact and meaning of these four words are typical of
Scouting and should inspire the rest
us.
We as a nation are strong. We
are free. We have the dynamism of a
still-growing democracy. That growth
will continue only through constantly increasing strength. And nothing
will strengthen us so much as high
tharacter levels of our citizenry.
For fifty-one years the Boy
Scouts of-America has been dedtated
to the building of character and training in citizenship of American boyhood. The millions of present and
former Scouts attest to the strength

STRICTLY BUSINESS

of the program that has helped produce so many outstanding American
leaders and citizens.
Each boy, as a Boy Scout, pledges
himself to be "physically strong,
morally
awake, and
mentally
straight." In our future, more than
ever, we are going to need a strong
citizenry to meet the increasing challenges, problems, and opportunities.
We are proud of the 579 Cub
Scouts, Boy Scouts, and Explorers of
our Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts
of America, and the 136 fine leaders
who work with them. Here is character being built.

000 muskets and four cannons,
c•
plus much arrununiUon.
The United States had surrendered the Pensacola Navy Yard to
the secessionists. There had been
only 60 U. S. troops available, and
they faced 400 of the secessionists. in addition, forty-five of the
U. S. soldiers were southern in
sympathy. and "would have revolted' had the officer in charged
ordered them to resist the seizure
of the Yard.
Ft Pickens. guarding Temuicola
Harbor. was still held by U. 6.
soldiers, but the officer in charge
had been ordered by President
Buchanan to not do anything
which nould bring on a- clash with
the servo:sionista. The Southerners were busy enlarging and improving their forts
It was estimated that there
were many more than 1.500 South
Carolina troop. in the forts facing- Ft-Suinter in Charleston bar-

We can help. Let us strengthen
our local Boy Scout program.

Once in a while we still find a
farmer who is opposed to the movement of industry into rural communities, fearing it will increase labor
costs and make farming even less
profitable. The argument sounds-good
but it doesn't. hold up. Factdries are
equally important to rural and urban
areas.
In Kentucky - where farms are
small, families large and incomes low,

it is more important than ever that
country people have an opportunity
for non-agricultural income. I agree
with mariy farm leaders who say that
the best solution for our farm problem is the industrialization of small
towfts.
"Farm facts for Kentucky folks"
(Compiled by the Kentucky Bankers'
Association.)

SERMONEI'TE OF THE WEEK

How To Make A Million Dollars!
By Michael J. Howlett,
Vice President, Sun Steel Co.
GUESS how some people get
rich? Every year they sell 2 BILLION dollars worth of garbage to our
kids.
1 billion goes for foul movies, rotten pictures, and sickening records.
Another billion is thrown away for
trashy magaiznes, pamphlets, and
paperback books. On hundreds of
newsstands and book racks you can
get detailed lessons in homosexuality,
adultery, incest, brutality and other
horrors.
Is IT SURPRISING that venereal disease among teen-agers is on the
*rise?
IS IT SURPRISING that there
is a steady increase of robbery, rape,
and violence? Of course not all crime
and sin is caused by these smut sellers. But can you fill a youngster's
mind with immorality and say that it
will have no effect on him?
THE FOUL seducers of our children dodge the law in many ways:
they often have the help of shady and
unscrupulous lawyers. They sell their
trash underground by using various
types of fronts. They move frequently. Occasionally they do get some
small fine, but it barely makes a dent
in their huge profits. So this does not
stop them.
We have freedom of the press in
—this great nation of ours. But freedom
- of the press does not mean permission
to idrdermine the strength of our nation and the morality of our kids.
AMERICA has a right to protect
herself against conspiracies and traitors, against disease and disaster. Our
government can quarantine a man, or
a whole community, to prevent the
spread of disease. It can take children
away from parents when those parents are harming the youngsters. It
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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can close firetrap houses. It can evict
people from slums in order to rebuild
cities.
So also we must shut down the
sewer-pipe presses, shatter the foul
recordings, slash the celluloid trash.
How can we protect our children? We must see that the laws against pornography are enforced. We
should let our feelings be known, emphatically.
PORNOGRAPHY is a common
danger. It must be met by a common
effort. Communities and churches,
families and friends, must recognize
the danger and work together to combat and obliterate it.
As individuals we can fight
printed filth by writing our congressman to tighten the laws on the smut
merchants and promising him our
whole-hearted support. Also if we see
any of this trash in the mail, we
should notify our postmaster at once.
As long as arrogant trash peddlers make money, the ruined lives,
the horror, the disease, and the bitter
unhappiness they spread means nothing to them.
HOW LONG will we tolerate
this?
TEMPER
Good temper, like a sunny day,
sheds a ray of brightness over everything: it is the sweetener of toil and
the soother of disquietude.
—Washington Irv,ing
The worst-tempered people I've
ever met were people who knew they
were wrong.
—Wilson Mizner
Who hath not learned that when
alone he has his own thoughts to
guard, and when struggling with
mankind his temper, and in society
his tongue?
—Mary Baker Eddy
Always remember that when you are
in the right you can afford to keep
your temper, and when you are in the
wrong you cannot afford to lose it.
J. J. Reynolds
He is happy whose circumstances
suit his temper; but he is more excellent who can suit his temper to any
circumstances.
—David Hunie

Vicksburg, on the Mississippi
River. was being tortinea to prevent the use of the river by any
boats "not friend* to the South."
The Governer of Louisiana had
announced that in spite of the
fact that Louisiana had seceded
from the Union, the Mississippi
would be "open to navigation by
bordering .
friendly states
all
thereon." This was a bid for
_states
western
friendleness to all
to remain friendly to the South.
(Any nation planning • war.
makes mistakes In suppositions .
one important mistake of the
South was that the western states
bordering on the Ohio and Mississippi would have to use the great
river The mistake was in overlooking the vast importance of the
the
railroads to
newly - built
north-western states. Those states
Confederses.
the
would sot juin
-
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Industry In Small Town Helps Farm Incomes

bor.

"She wants a wool line for winter fishing!"

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock--

of Kentucky Folklore
The war between men and women rages forever in proverbial
lore, In youth "He's tied to his
mammy's apron stride.; he grows
up and finds that "His wife wears
the breeches." lie is reminded,
too, by his wife:

couraged by the poets of all time,
the prophets, too. "A liar is not
believed when he speaks the
truth"; "Murder will out"; -A bad
penny always comes back": "Rata
flee from a sinking ship"; "Every
rose has its thorn"; "It is hard for
an empty sack to stand up"; "If
the shoe fits, wear it." When the
ordinary feller finds himaelf away
down in the social valleys, he often consoles himself by wishing
for a time when the mountains
will be leveled, when the valleys
will be exalted. Probably this attitude has prevented more suicides than any other one, Of course,
there is always lurking under
these sayings a wort of unkindness
toward the other fellow; what the
other one has is more than what
I have; therefore I should or will
some day have it.

-A man works from sun to sun:
"A woman's work is never
done."
The South Fulton boys won the
Poppy, or some other wiseacre,
The Illinois C. ritual payrun in
Obion County tournament last
- `lut
.
is fond of reminding a disconsoFulton is curreney run. in:.
Saturday defeating Union City in
husband; -Marry in haste
late
619.000 a week,
the finals 92-22. The South Fulton
and repent at leisure." The dissquad included: McKinney, House.
turbed husband can tell the felEight persons we e injured in
McConnell, Woodruff, Harwood,
lows at the country store- --but not
an automobile accident Saturday
Wall, Yates. Dyer and Brundige.
his wife:
afternoon at the intersection of
"A woman convinced against
Norman and Walnut streets. A
The Kiddie Band at Carr-Inby Leon Canton of
her will
stitute, under the direction of Miss truck driven
Will have the same opinion
Dukedom collided with a car drivJune Dixon enjoys much popustill."
en by Mrs. Guy Gingles.
larity this year. The band inHe may not admit it, but "A
cludes: Joyce Fields, Jerry Hawks,
The Fulton School Board is
woman always has the last word."
Many sayings are worldly wise
Tommie Nall, Kenneth McAlister,
new
a
build
to
plans
on
working
In fact, speaking from experience, without being in any special cateJerry Durnas, Bettie Lu Bushart,
y'ear
57
the
replacing
exschool
grade
of
out
runs
soon
man
poor
the
"Still water runs deep";
gory.
Jimmy Hale, Sidney Bard. Patsy
at a total cost
planations of why he is what he "Little strokes fell great oaks";
Hall, Anne McDade, Ball Whitsell, old Carr-Institute
helpwith
WPA labor
is and, if he is wise, does not re- "If at first you don't succeed, try
Janice Wheeler, Siasy Murphy, of $110.000
ing out.
sort to the old game of "The pot again"; "Don't fell tales out of
Betty Sue Williams, Patsy Green,
the kettle black."
calls
school." The Ten Commandments
Katie Lowe, Jack Thorpe, Dean
K. P. Dalton, chief of police
Children have their inning, too. cover a few basic big things, these
Crutchfield. Linda Ann Wilkins.
buy
to
residents
wants Fulton
"Children should be seen and not sayings are a sort of unhonored
Sue Easley, Polly Lee Holifield,
their city auto stickers before the
heard" seemed to have been the Mrs. Post of manners or of drawGeorge Ed Easley, Betty Boyd
is $3.
Price
deadline.
10
March
very essenee of the Victorian Age. ing conclusions or of keeping
Bennett, Jimmy Hancock, Billy
The little dears were suppose to one's feet on the ground. It does
Rurid, Betty
Wilson, Carolyn
Turney Davie and Esther Jane
like second table, to appreciate all not take a wise man to see that
Johnson, Charles Allen, Herbert
Byrd were married in Hickman
the relatives that came in like the most folk sayings are only superWilson, Barbara Rogers and Jim12.
February
grasshoppers of Egypt and ate up ficially true, that they. will not
my McCoy.
the chicken and the pies and the bear-close inspection. Thera is.
regisAmong the 1069 students
cakes, to enjoy being dressed up however, in all of theni a fueling
Curtis Hancock of Fulton countered at Murray State College :ire
on Sunday like Little Lord of man's beans able to solve most
ty has been named as the new
the following 31 from Fulton
Fatintleroy and think only holy of his problems by being a good
assistant county agent of Mc- county: Christine Cardwell. Jane
less -stylishly- neighbor, an honest fellow, a hard
while
thoughts
Cracken county succeeding HolIt. Alley. H. L. Hardy. William B.
dressed brats .made ugly faces worker, a person lacking, in an
mes Ellis, who has gone to McLean
Byrd, Joan Collier, Forrest Alton
himself.
of
opinion
across the church at them. "A exalted
county.
Riddle, Kathleen Winter. Junta
burnt child dreads the fire," I Threats of hell or rewards of parThomas Nanney. Louise Herron,
heads
the
over
held
not
are
adise
that
our
for
may
suppose:
account
Bob White has been named as
William Harold Riddle, Rebecca
having transgressed so few time; of the people who hear these bits
the new president of the Chamber
Davis, Annie Laurie Burnette and
in our exacting Sunday routines. of worldly wisdom; but how you
of Commerce with Joe Davis Paul Arrnstead Leine, Jr.
"Children and idiots tell the are to be taken by your acquainttruth." however; that persists ances, how you are to be ranked
with children, at least, until diplo- among your contemporaries, how
macy or something that resembles you are to appear before the very
generation-younger
the classical slipper teaches one critical
some reticence about spilling these things are innate in every
As Ilistorisial review of TAT CIVIL WAR D•T 157-D5Y
saying.
beans.
(lifstorlal Is frees publieation of esoeils one.
Tenni agoi origisal
•••
wording net. refecosices In the LA b,.,, of foossees. Waselapters. finsportia•
A firm belief in Nemesis preIN lbw papers less •sasils very •••-•1411•411s ire soe• to be fats IS a...arose and
vails in foldlore. And, that Is enpreserve a asilombl
. . . SD/.
ATTEND CHURCH SUNDAY
elected secretary.
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100 Years Ago This Week
MY

WILLIAM

Z. KaBITIIIT

cause that wino out, in the long
One Hundred Years ago, on
run, is the "lost cause."
February 18, 1861, the new Nation called the Confederate States
When Jefferson resigned his
of America selected Jefferson
seat in the Senate in Washington,
Presiprovisional
the
Davis to be
he took leave of his Northern
dent. Davis had just resigned his
friends with these words: "In the
seat in the U. S. Senate in hopes
presence of my God, I wish you
of being the military leader of the
Well; and such, I am sure, is the
Confederate forces.
feeling of the people whom I
Fate had much in store for Jefrepresent toward those whom you
represent"
ferson. For the next four years
Like Lincoln. Davis was wise in
his life and the life of the Conhis choice of nerds. If Lincoln
federacy would be so interlinked
desired to destroy slavery, he did
that the' story of one was the
not say no Its knew that few
story of the other.
Northern men would fight the
Davis had been born in Kentucky. He was educated at West South to end slavery ... but the
.
North would fight . perhaps
Point and became a soldier. He
Many
had been a planter in Mississippi, to preserve the Union
a Mexican Weir hero, the U. S. Southern men would not fight the
Secretary of War under Pierce, North to perpetuate slavery, but
U. S. Senab.r from Mississippi, they would fight for southern
. . "the right to be let
the leader if the State's Right rights
alone." That meant the right to
people, and was internationally
secede.
known as a statesman.
In his inaugural message to the
Few men have ever denied the
greatness of Davis as a statesman, new Confederacy. that February
but many Southern students of one hundred years ago, Davis was
very careful to make no mention
the Civil War have wished that
of slavery. The seceding states, he
Davis had not so often meddled in
said, were leaving the Union so
the higher strategy of the milithey could get the constitutional
tary movements of the War. Be
rights which had been denied
Union
soldiers
may,
it
that as
them.
from Bull Run to Richmond often
The States of the upper-South
expressed a hope that old Abe
had to make a choice. Would
Lincoln could have some of, Jeff
they
go with the seceding States.
Davis's luck when it came to seOr would they remain in the
lecting generals to conduct the
Union" That was a question which
War I. Because of his wide experitime would answer, and that Febence and knowledge, Davis was
ruary of 1861, the States had not
able t6 start the Confederacy with
great American
decided. The
men who had every quality for
tragedy of Civil War had not yet
success. If those men had no inshaped up into Its final shooting.
dustrial and numerical strength
North Carolina, Virginia, Tennesto draw from when they needed
see, and Arkansas' were still in
the
necessarily
it
not
troops,
was
the Union. Maryland, Kentucky
fault of Davis.
and Mistiourt were also undeDavis and his cabinet set up a
government almost from scratch, cided.
In Georgia, back in January
which was able to conduct four
that year of 1861, the U. S. tnons
years of the most terrible of
had surrendered the Augusta
wars. The Confederacy's struggle
Arsenal. The State of Georgia had
was of such an epic nature that
become the owner of another 22.today men say that often the
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Hearing Aid Batteries

for HOME and FARM
Machines

Par all makes of hearing aide
Viait eur hearing Aid Deletes
eient at your first opportunity

BENNETT
PHONE
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CITY DRUG CO
I hoc. 'Fr

105 Lake street

Prepare Your Lawn In February
Pair a beautiful lawn you need the proper materials—we have
them at these DISCOUNT PRICES

Lawn Fertilizer, 10-10-10, 50-Lb. Bag

I

$1.75

Lawn Fertilizer, 12-12-12, 50 Lb. Bag.
CHOICE KENTUCKY

$2.05

5 Lb<

ILI,

In I 1,

60c $2.75 $4.90

BLUEGRASS
CREEPING RED FESCUE

55c

NO. 1 RED TOP

58e

50
82 50 .
54./t0
52 WS

DOMESTIC RYE GRASS
PERENNIAL RYE GRAS

20e

90r

Si 50

25c

$1.10

$2.00

FANCY LAWN MIXTURE

60c

$2 75

55.00

Li).
65c $1.20 $5.50
lb. I I.b.

White Dutch Clover

5

6 Cu. Ft. Bale $3.80 -

PEAT MOSS

Complete Line of Lawn Supplies
MAKES

'PRUNERS

'LAWN MOWERS

ass•sota.

*TRIMMERS

'ROSE BUSHES

'WHEELBARROWS
*PLANTS

*BULBS

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
S

Phone 399

Fulton

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERAtIVE SERVICE AGENCY

3
tions, aptitude and personality
testing, eye examinations, etc., for
their employees. Such a program
becomes an impossibility in many
cases unless suitable health service facilities are available. Even
if available, these expenditures of
time and money are largel7 lost
unless the community is operating
under a local health program that
reduces to a minimum the hazards
By H. Y. Bassett
of epidemics, chronic illnesses atThe public school system, in- tributable tie poor health control
eluding vocational training and by civic agencies. etc. A typical
suitable library and other refer- example of the thing referred to
POPS. facilities, Is important from
is the control of malaria in the
a number of angles. Transferees •
Tennessee Valley, where through
with families of school age from progressive practices the threat of
the main plant to the newly pro- that disease has been virtually
poster location are going to be in- eliminated.
tensely interested in the educeRecreational facilities are of
----''—`"11Ortal -fwelldieg offered bY the—tremendous Importance to most
community, with special reference industries. Very few companies
to the children's education. while are in the position where they can
' of course the company will be ftimith suitable winter and sum_vitally concerned from the point met recreational facilitks
for all
of view of both old and new em- employeef The use of such faciliployees. Furthermore, if the per- ties for all employees. The use
sonnel required for the operation such facilities in building up emof a plant must be of a high men- ployee morale, in physical distal caliber or if vocational train- velopment, in creating the right
ing is a neceselty in the employee feeling toward the company and
training Program, and if the com- community, is looming larger in
pany is of such size that incorpo- managements'
minds with each
ration of such a vocational train- passing day. An
active recreationixig program under the company's
is
rapidly
Program
approaching
al
Jurisdiction and supervision is
out of the question, the absence of
a suitable educational system, or
the possession of only a mediocre I
system, will certainly adversely
affect the community.
Most wide-awake managements
today recognize that only under
An important new policy statethe most favorable conditions can
ment on the Post Office Departpeak preduction be reached and
ment, program in the field of law
maintained. They are very much
enforcement against mail obsceniinterested in maintaining the phyty — emphasizing enforcement
sical. mental, and moral nicht-es of
an employ.
„
, at the
htaheet without fanfare—has been issued
by
Edward
levels Keep in mind that this is .„ Postmaster General
not a matte!' of philanthropy, but
The statement, which applies to
of good business practice. Consaterable time and money are the ehole anteobscenity program.
spent annually by all progressive was issued specifically in conbusinesses in physical examine- nection with the sentencing on
January 27, 1961 in Federal Court
in Washington. D. C. of Herman
L. Womack of Washington and Alfred J. Ileinecke of Lakewood, N•
J., on charges of conspiring to use
the mails in the transmittal of obscene material.
Heee is the text of Mr. Day's
Compact, perfectly balanced; easy statement:
to carry, easy to use on fame "We in the Post Office Department are gratified at the sentences
campsite, ranch or woodlot!
given today to these offenders who
have been convicted of using the
mails to transmit smut materials.
"We have underway plans for
the toughest crack-down ever
conducted for such violators of the
laws against mailing pornographic
material. Hereafter our approach
will be that used by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and other
highly successful law enforcement
agencies. in that our drive will be
conducted without fanfare. We
will concentrate our available
manpower and funds on appreAs Low As $3.45
hending violators.
Weekly after small
-Our public statements on the
down payment.
pornography program will largely
be confuted to comments on actual resaits achieved and convictions obtained.
"Needless to say, we seek the assistance of the public in general in
TRACTOR CO.
reporting receipt of illegally mailPhone 169
Fourth St.
ed material. We are confident that
(Ed's Note: This is the third tristallment of a speech by H. Y.
Bassett setting both the requiremerits a community must have to
entice an industry in the highly
competive industrial field. This
week Mr. Bassett discuses the
community's school system and
many other phases of industrial
expectations in a community.)

dna a war,
otdUofls
ke of the
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of all time,
liar is not
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king under
unkindness
w; what the
c than what
'mild or will

a "must" in present-day industrial
relations. With these activities
conducted by management people on company property, the feeling rapidly develops that they represent a company program. This
tends to set the employees apart
from the community in a privileged position, which is bad for all
concerned. The feeling should be
developed that the program is a
community activity, the company's part being submerged. It
is our belief that the carrying out
of such plans away from the plant
in public facilities is vei'y important.
It is not necessary to stress the
importance of utilities, such as
g,as and power (which may or may
not be municipally owned), the
adequacy of the'-elitjt %seater sup"
ply, good highways, and truck,
rail, anti air transportation in the
selection of a community. Where
these facilities are privately owned, and state boards of control and
the legislative and other government bodies have a definite effect
an the operation of the utilities
and their desire and ability to expand facilities and/or increase
serviCes. The reaction of the utilities to the various control agencies' actions will in a large ruessure determine the manner in
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(To Be Continued)

UTMB Reveals
New Programs
For Degrees

in
English,
history,
biologx
botany, chemistry, mathematica
and zoology.
The business program of study
for the male students is oriented
toward management and accounting but is sufficiently general in
nature to allow the student a
broad background in such foundation subjects as economics, finance, marketing, retailing, statistics and business law. Sufficient
elective courses are also available
for those interested in acquiring
work in other areas of study offered on the Martin Campus.

Impetus to the further expansion of UT-Martin has been given
with the
announcement that
degree programs will be instituted in both liberal arts and business administration.
Requirements for the liberal
Arts degrees will be th,e same as
those at U-T in Knoxville.
1961 SLOGAN
Majors will be available in
'Developing New Lea tees for a
English, history, biology and zoology. It is expected that the major New Era is the slogan for the
in chemistry will be added in the year's NationarFFA Week, Februfall of 1962. Minors may be taken ary 18-25.

MEMBERSHIP LIMITED

Try Old
Glenmare

Membership in
the Future
Farmers of America organizatian
is restricted to boys who are students of vocational agriculture In
high school.
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CAYCE NEWS
Last Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel Simpson,
were Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson.
Mrs- Frankie McClellan spent
several days last week with her
son, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon McClellan. Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Wade,
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Pursell, were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. James McMurry.
Mrs. Monter Oliver arid Monette of Fulton, Ky. spent Sunday
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Roy Croce. We are glad Aubrey
Burns was dismissed from the
Baptist Hospital in Memphis, Friday. we wish him a speedy recovery.
Kenny Wade, of Murray State
Colleye, spent the weekend with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Wade.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Farmer of
Princeton, Ky. visited Mr. and
Mrs. A. Simpson and Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan, Sunday.
Mrs. Bessie Allen and Danny
Piercey, spent Sunday, with Mr.
and Mrs. E. W. Bethel in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Innman, were Sunday afternoon
guests of Mrs. Daisee Bondurant
and Clarice. Mrs. A. Simpson and
Mary Ann Simpson were in
Greenfield, Tennessee Saturday.
Mr. Hackett, has returned home
after 2 weeks visit with his son,
Leonard Hackett and family, in
Sandusky, Ohio.
We are happy to say, Elmer
Liliker is home after being a patient in the Fulton Hospital for several weeks. We wish him a speedy
recovery.

E AGENCY

ourinummemm.

Trade in Fulton
friendly merchants.

with

your

NOTICE: Car Owners!
BUY YOUR SEAT
COVERS at

Come in NOW.., or give us a call!

S. P. MOORE CO.
Installed Free

--.....=.'
1

Implement Company
Fulton
314 Walnut

z.1

Everybody's Getting Ready For

JOHN DEERE
DAY
MOND.A.Y, FEB. 20
FULTON THEATRE 9:30 AM

The New Generation Of Power Is Here
FREE TO ALL FARMERS

• the biggest advance In power farming
. nationally-

In years! Also enjoy a pleasant farm film

available

known personalities ... humor, addities, scientific farts
A full morning of entertainment for the farm family.

BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.

Dale Breeden,
Prop.

Come, see what's NEW in John Deere's NEW concept
of POWER .

and their families Just bring your free tickets . .

NOW.... AT OUR STORE.

We'd like to demonstrate this tractor on your
farm as soon as pos-sible! It's a brand-new size
for a Farmall ... and a real money-maker!

PAUL NAILLIIIG

Distributed By
Bryant Distr. Co.
°onshore, Ky.

Mr.. varies Boodurant

StPLOW FARMALL

antral Ave.

$150

*Heaviness Is filtered eat — enty
smoother Bourbon Cannes, is iert
50 PROOF KY
STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

WOW

SOCIAL SECURITY AGE
LOWERED FOR DISABLED
If you are disabled, regardless
of age, and have worked on lobs
covered by Social Security for a
sufficient length of time, you may
now be eligible for disability
benefits. A recent change in Social
Security removed the age limit of
50 required by the old law. Contact your Social Security 'Office
for more details on this new law.

10 Lir

$4.90

Transportation facilities within
the community fall in the same
category. Adequate facilities are
essential. Willingness on the part
of city government, if the facilities are-municipally owned, to expand or extend them to meet
igS.4141. recitdrer.n...gitad
vately owned the willingness of
local government to take steps
necessary in reyision of local ordinances, etc., to permit the private
utility to expand, is essential. City
and county governments must be
willing and able to provide necessary street inlets and outlets to
the new plant for both passenger
and truck traVel. Good city streets
and count* highways are net-essary as an inducement to industry to locate in the town, and the
responsibility for them falls on the
local governments.

ture conducive to favorable consideration by management. Such
a debt load might indicate poor
management and improper fiscal
policies, and would forecast for
the future a tax program which
might prove unduly burdensome
to a newly established industry.
A review of tax legislation; the
outstanding debts of state, county,
and municipality; the general tax
program covering the past 10
years; and the apparent needs for
the installation, expansion, or replacement of
public services
would indicate quite clearly to industry some of the important
problems facing it in coming into
a community.

Before final selection of a location, industry will wish to investigate thoroughly the financial
condition of the state, county, and
Sole Pmesiti
11414444444 demi It
municipality under consideration.
A state, county, or
low down paymeat"._._remunicipality
and Remy Terms
loaded down
with
long-term
the general public realizes that
obbgations will not present a
BET•TNETT ELECTRIC
picthere are stern laws against this
type of corrupting activity and
that other law enforcement agencies throughout the country will
coperate with us in bringing to
our attention cases' that require
Investigation or action. We will
focus on the most urgent situation
and will refuse to be diverted by
fringe cases.
"The inspection service of the
Post Office Department is the oldest and without doubt one of the
finest law enforcement agencies
in the United States, and we
count on them to hit hard in getting this job done."

$1.75

50

which the industries' requirements
arid needs can and will be taken
care of, not only in the present but
in the future. Fair, efficient, uniform, arid consistent policies and
practices are essential, and if such
facilities are municipally owned,
these are-dependent almost entirely on local city government. The
past experience of industry in a
community in this tespiat is the
measure used by prcspective new
concerns.

The Fulton News, Thursday, Feb. 16, 1961

Postoffice Department Cracks Down
On Mailing Of Obscene Literature
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Efficient Public School System Is Major Asset For New Industry

Mississippi
:tea to peover by any
the South."
asiana had
Me of the
ad seceded
Mississippi
vigation by
bordering
a bid for
stern „states
the South.

-YOUR LOCAL JOH N DEERE DEALER"
-

207 E. 4th St.

Phone 169, Fulton

l'age 4

cocci. To date, the KU Pram has
received $20,500 under the program with the funds subsidizing
•
The University of Kentucky publication of eight works.
Press will receive $4,100 from the
The following persons were Ford Foundation as part of the
isitients in the Fulton hospitals Foundation's program to stimu.
Reach who's who, and who Is
Wednesday morning.
htte publotatton of scholarly works whose . . • Advertise-more in Tile

The Fulton News, Thursday, Feb. 16, 1961

GRANT GIVEN
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HOSPITAL NEWS

The News reports your - - - -

Diary of Doin's

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Gayle Yates, Victor and Joel
• ..imons. Mrs. Buddy Swift and
..by. Mrs. Dave Winfrey, L. D.
Wright, W. H. Wells, Howard
Milan, Ronnie Gale, Mrs. Gladys
Alien and Helen Pirtk. all of Fulton; Mrs. James Young, Dukedom; Danny Whitlock, Clinton

(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)

Have you ever prepared for about 200 guests and
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs, E. W. Bethel, Mrs. Ben
150 showed up? Well, take it from this diarist its a reDavis. Mrs. R. 0. Brown, Mrs.
'oiling development. That's what happened at the WoJ. P. Hyland, Mrs. J. W. Shepherd
nan's Club on Monday night when the St. Edward's
J. D. Faulkner all of Fulton;
and
for
clergYinen.
Faking part in a three-day institute on alcoholism
supper
spaghetti
Mrs. James Tate, Fulton Route 2;
"eye-talian"
real,
leftl
Robert
Elliott,
a
(from
the
W
staged
are
Re%.
YIen's Club
last week in Lexington. are
Henry Barnes, Mrs. J. W. Wooten
and built it up to the exciternent and romance of a Second Baptist Church, Ashland; Dr. Richard B. Holt, director of the and
Luther Smith all or Water'
of Alcoholism, Kentueky Department of Health: and the Rev.
cruise in the canals of-Venice. Tell you the truth, that's Division
Luther
Cunningham,
Valley;
N. T. Patton, First Christian Church, Hickman. Specialists in the field Clinton; Mr. and Mrs. Joie Atwill,
Wothe
of
kitchen
the
in
needed
was
what
just about
problems of alcholism and the pastoral care of the alcoholic Hickman Rpute 4; Mm. A. B.
discussed
man's Club... . a canal .... to cook that much spaghetti. and his family during the Institute, offered by Eastern State Hoe- Roberts, Dukedom; John Napier,
The folks thought that they had everything under con- pUal. Lexington, one of four hospitals operated by the Kentucky De- Union City Route 4
trol, what with about 25 gallons of sauce and 60 pounds partment of Mental Heirdth
FULTON HOSPITAL
of spaghetti on hand . . . but they didn't bargain with
G. J. McDade, James Meacham.
course
three
delicious
A
compote.
H. E. Boyd. Mrs. J. M. Hutcherthe crowds that stood in line up to the corner to get a luncheon was served.
Funeral Services For 5011,
Mrs. Raymond Brown, Everplate of Chef-Boy-What-Bedlam spaghetti and sauce.
The honoree wore a handsome
ett Bradley, Mrs. Clyde Batts,

The Whitnel Funeral Home
Cadillac Ambulanco. Service
- - - always Dependable, Courteous
and Efficient.

A Memorial Service
- -. with Sympathy and Dignity
408 Eddings Street

oven, were received very enthusiatically by the audience, since
they displayed great contrasts in
tone and color and Miss Blackstone met the demands of the
music with brilliance and confidence. Particularly impressive
was her handling of the difficult
passages for the left hand.
The closing group from the Contemporary School, the "Sceas Infantis" by the composer, Octavio,
was especially delightful, each
scene, vividly depicting some activity in the day of a child.
At the conclusion of the program, Miss Ophelia Speight. representing the Junior Music Club,
presented Miss Blackstone a beautiful bouquet of flowers, and Mrs.
Walter Vcrelpel ,chairman of the
Senior Music Department, presented a gift in appreciation of the
pleasure Miss Blackstone had afforded her friends.

Tel. 88

ant ave.

Shop BEN R

SAVE 41c
HOUSEHOLD
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Mrs. George Winters
Today At Ten O'Clock

costume suit of lime green wool
Mrs. Bailey Roberts, .1. 0. Lewis,
with the jacket lined with a
Gregg McDaniel, Mrs. Joel Fields
printed silk. Her pillbox hat was
and baby, Miss Artie Robey, Mrs.
of the same printed silk. Her acJohn Killebrew. Mrs. John Gamcessories were beige and she had
bill, Mrs. Mike Fry and Mrs.
Her
of
gardenias.
corsage
sift
a
Mrs. George Winters. Jr.. of Martin Nall all of Fulton; Mrs.
of
grouping
a
was
gift
hostess
Midway died about noon Tuesday Ralph Brady. lifo-rgan Davidson,
Founders Day programs have
artificial grapes and fruits.
at the Baptist Hospital in Mem- Mrs. Oliver Floyd and Lewis
been sponsored in all of the ParJiines all of Fulton. Rowe I; mrs.phis.
the
around
groups
ent-Teacher
Mrs. Charles Powell was honorMrs. Winters suffered a brain Lottie Wilds. Louis Burke and
area and special attention has
February 8 with a hemorrhage about 7 a: m. TuesWednesday.
ed
Mrs. Tom Counce all of Fulton
been paid to honoring the past
tea given at the lovely home of day at her home and was admitRoute 3; Mrs. A. G. Stewart, Wapresidents of the groups who
Mrs. Percy King on the Middle ted to the Obion County Hoswork
Valley; Mrs. Oscar Rhodes and
of
hours
many
ter
have devoted
Road. Mrs. Powell was a Farm pital. She WEIS then rushed to the
Mrs. Huie Starks both of Water
to the organiation.
delegate from Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
week
Home
and
Valley Route 2: Mrs. Buford
Terry-Norman P-TA honored
the Palestine Club. She gave an
She was the daughter-in-law of Walker and Mrs. Dalton Via both
Its past presidents and former
interesting talk of her trip and Mr. and Mrs. George Winters. Sr.,
Day
Founder's
of Clinton; Maxine Lewis, Union
teachers at its
activities while in Lexington.
of Fairview Avenue.
City Route 3; Albert Owens,
meeting, with special tribute paid
from a beautiserved
was
Tea
The funeral will be held at ten Union City Route 4: Mrs, Eaton
to Mrs. Jessie Lee Fleming, forful table carrying out the Valen- o'clock today (Thursday)
at Hale, Crutchfield; Mrs. W. J.
riser principal.
tine motif. Delicious heart shaped Stanley's Chapel,
near Union Faulkner. Trimble; Mrs. R. E.
presidents
past
As names of the
were ser- City, The Doug Murphy Funeral
cookies
and
sandwiches
Taylor, Martin Route 3.
were read, links were added to a
ved. Mrs. Hillman Collier presid- Home of Martin is in charge of
chain joining a replica of a home
Mrs. M. R. arrangements.
table.
tea
the
at
ed
and a school, carrying out the
TOPOGRAPH MAPS
Jeffrefe and Mrs. Roy Bard assistP-TA theme of the home and the
BEING REVISED
ed in serving.
UK LIBRARY EXCHANGES
school working together for the
were present WITH SOVET REPUBLIC
members
Twelve
good of the child." Each link in
Topographic maps for 2.443
Mrs. William B. Stokes, Mrs. with one visitor, Mrs. Louie Hord.
the chain bore the name of a forThe University of Kentucky li- square miles of the state will be
C. W. Francis and Mrs. Virginia
mer president.
fiscal
The Nell Hardy W. M. U. of brary is only one of five Ameri- revised during the 1980.81
Stokes entertained with a beauThe South Fulton honored its
Kentifully planned luncheon honor- Crutchfield Baptist Church met can universities carrying on an year under direction of the
past presidents with an interestthe
at
Survey
Geological
ing Miss Barbara Ann Boyd, bride Thursday night, February 9 at exchange program with Soviet tucky
ing program. Past presidents premap
The
Kentucky.
of
University
Uzbekistan.
Republic
of Thomas McKelvey, on the church for their regular busi- Socialist
elect
sent were: Mrs. J. A. Norment
the
Thursday. February the ninth at ness meeting. Hostesses for the Others are the Library of Con- depicts the shape and slope of
Mrs. Clyde Fields, Mrs. R. D.
the Stokes horde on Court Drive. program, "Witness where we are,": gress, New York Public Library, land surface, buildings, boundarMatthews, Mrs. Horace Reams
and
roads
and
water
of
The guests were seated at two were Mrs. Ira Sadler and Mrs. University of California and Har- ies. bodies
and Mrs. E. K. Alexander.
are used for many purposes.
tables. The honoree's table was Macan Shelton. Those on the pro- vard University.'
Mrs. Betty presented Mrs. Oden
draped with a damask cloth and gram were Masciames Ira Sadler,
Fowler, the local president with a
was centered with an arrange- J. C. Jackson, Pat Rushton, Olia
life membership award.
ment of white carnations and yel- Mae Stanley and Mrs. Walter
low acacia in a cutglass bowl. Nichols. -Vice-president Mrs. MaTalented Miss Marion Black- Yellow candles burned in branch- can Shelton presided over a brief
tone delighted her audience at ed crystal candelabra. The guest business meeting in the absence
he Woman's Club recently when table was covered with an Italian of Mrs. Lewis Patrick. Minutes
the was presented there under the cutwork and lace cloth and had were read by Miss Marie Moore.
approved. The
wspices of the Music Department a centerpiece of yellow acacia and secretary and
of the Fulton's Woman's Club. white cushion crysanthemums in group was dismissed with prayer
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. a silver bowl. Silver candle-hold- by Mrs. Harry Pitman.
Names were drawn for secret
William Blackstone, again es- ers held tall yellow candles. A
tablished herself as an enthusias- delicious two course luneheon pals. Everyone brought gifts for
pink and blue shower for Mrs.
a
served.
was
tic and conscientious piano pupil
Pat Rushton. Refreshments of
and the response from her apMrs. Harvey Caldwell, Mrs. H. cake and cold drinks were served
preciated audience proved again
the pride that Fulton has always H. White and Mrs. Uel Killebrew by the hostesses to fifteen memhad in Miss Blackstone, a former were hostesses at an attractively bers and four visitors.
planned luncheon at the Park
student of Mrs. Steve Wiley.
The program was opened with Terrace on Tuesday the fourthe playing of the entire First teenth of February honoring Miss
ROCK & ROLL DANCE
French Suite by J. S. Bach. The Barbara Ann Boyd whose marSaton
Fulton's
well-known rock 'n
solemnized
be
will
riage
a
of
of
always
test
Bach,
playing
roll combo, the Ken-Tenn trio.
musicianship, was handled very urday of this week.
centerwas
will furnish the music for a dance
The luncheon table
ably by the young musician, both
In mood and technical ability. The ed with a beautiful arrangement at the Fulton Country Club on
February 25th. the
32 variations in C Minor by Beeth- of yellow tulips in a tall crystal Saturday
dance committee announced this
week.
for
members and
Dancing
guests will be from 9: to 12:. Admission is $2.25.

It was real fun though, but it
will be a long time before members of the church will ever be on
speaking terms with a string of
spaghetti again.

the immunities and social set- News.
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SPECIAL
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GINUINt
CORN BRISI"S

\

• Foster, cleaner
sweeping
• No brittle, breaking bristles
• Smooth two-tone
lacquered handle

Shop Ian Franklin
and Saved

um.

Chewy
Boxer bior..

3 U7
Frs.

Plooll•
Food levee Jam

5-10

115c

Ham Illovateie
Panigeof Seed
Assorled D•sigas
.Pim& Eft
as

BEN FRANKLIN
1.(N ALLY OWNED

-

35c
2
5-10

Fulton, Ky.

5 and 7- PIECE CHROME

BREAKFAST SUITES

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

$22.50

Cannon White Pillow Cases
42 x 36 inches
47c
Each only
CANNON WHITE SHEETS
81 x 99 Size
81 x 108 Size

$1.77
$1.87

NATIONAL STORES CORP.
Lake Street

Fulton

AND UP

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News is pleased to extend
best wishes to the following persons on their birthday:
February 18, Marilyn Cash,
Shirley Homra, Mts. J. N. Wooten,
Mrs. Ray Graham, Mrs. J. L.
liornbeak, Lawson Yates, Mrs.
L. 0. Bradford, Vic Voegeli and
Wilmon Boyd; February 17, Leroy Sawyer, Helen King and Mrs
G. W. Dimmitt; February 18, R. L.
Bonds. Mrs. C. H. McDaniel; February 19, Mrs. Will Gayle; February 20, Donna Patterson, Doriiild Kimbrow, Mrs. W. 0 Lock.
Mrs. Nap Bringham, Mrs. Claude
Shelby, Jimmy Collins -February
21. Pat Drewry, Mrs. James Anderson, Yewell Harrison; February 22, Martha Smith, Marvin
Phillips. Mrs. Henry Lock.

SOME HAVE TABLE AND
FOUR CHAIRS
SOME HAVE TABLE AND
SIX CHAIRS
ALL BRAND NEW
CURRENT STYLES

MARRIAGE TRENDS NOTED
IN UNIVERSITY REPORT
There is a growing tendency for
more college women to marry, to
marry at an earlier age, to have
three or more children and combine homemaking with a career.
according to a report by University of Kentucky sociologists. The
trend was noted in a report by Dr
James W. Gladden, OK professor
of sociology, and J. Wilson Gregory, executive director of the
Kentucky Commission on Public
Education.

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 CHURCH ST.
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(continued from Page 1)
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JEWELL HOLT (left) M Paducah presents the SO- j sir*. Paducah, Arthur Simon. Paducah; George
ver Heaver Award to reading from the left: Grasse Covington. Jr. Mayfield and W a Johnson, Fulton.

BILLY JOHNSON—

,MS

the unused grant was withdrawn
and given to another town.

young man named Edvard Word
ANTI-BONUS CANDIDATE
who is such a good friend of ours.
The up-State grapevine has it
Thank you for wanting to help
whenever we are in trouble, as that Lt-Gov. Wilson Wyatt will
we wet* a little while ago when make the race 'Tor U. S. Senator
the gasoline truck caused the tgr- neict year, to be joined by Harry
rible wreck on the Illinois Cell-'Lee Waterfield and by 'bonus-opIral. Keep up your lessons with poser Paul Huddles-ton. Bowling
your lantern and learn your sig- Green attorney. It seems that
nals well, but please don't_ Play liuddleston is going to rely on the
chide to the tracks. Wg don't want good-will that his opposition to
anything to happen to a good lit- the bonus has generated (?) to
tle friend like you. Some boys like get him elected over the other
to see wrecks, but no boy who is two.
It would seem to us that lawyer
going to be a )railroad man would
ever do anything to hurt a train lioddleston hasn't had his ear to
the
ground on this bonus matter,
or the people in it.
It may seem like a long time has he Erl ?
away before you are old enough
One hunetred and ten years ago,
to come to work for the railroad,
but really before you know it you on February 10, 1851, the Illinois
legislature
granted the charter
to
the
to
enough
come
will he big
agent-at Lexington-or-at Gwerror which brought eke State's major
Durant about a job on eirr trains. railroad, the Illinois Central, into
We need young men Who like the being When the 705-mile Illinois
railroad, because our country
needs good railroads and strong
young men to run them.
A dollar is_a lot of money for
a 12-year-old boy to give away. I
know you want the Illinois Central to keep the money to help
pay for the wrecked engine, and
1 appreciate it very much; but I
am going to send it back to you
and ask you to save it. Maybe one
day you can climb on the City of
New Orleans at Durant and come
up to Chicago, where there are
many big railroads to see.
Wayne A. Johnston"

-sne tutorJapun qa.nrasaa in grip
ty of
Mies of the State
iCtmtinued from NW OW
Kentucky, and private. dustry.
•iticed all this himself. But he has
Adjoining the center will be a
given from 12 to 14 hours a day to 350-acre park - where private inIt, week in and week out. If Wy- dustries may build their own reatt is to be tapped for a major search facilities. The master plan
El'EWTTNESS—
Share of the expansion, it perhaps embraces scenic landscaping, a
(Continued from Page One,
is fairest to note only that his harmony of imaginative architecFiremen arrived and continued
'eadership has the contagious tine and, ultimately, a research
the oxygen-giving with a pneoAuality of attracting the active in- center of national importance.
lator. A fire chief told the Lieuterest of others.
Two other significant advances tenant. "you saved him. You sureActually, this sort of industrial were added to the package calcuhim."
expansion under quasi-public aus- lated to improve Kentucky's cli- ly saved
Apparently Mark's breathing
pices is achieved by a crack team mate for industry. First six new
had stopped from the thick conof specialists.
area vocational schools are to be
of a bad cold, a doctor
The team of which Wyatt has built at a cost of $2,000,000 and gestion
Hospital said later.
been a leading member was drawn the present plants of three voca- at Methodist
But Mark was breathing easy tofrom these sources:
tion schools are being expanded at day at home. So is Lt Poore. the
Department of Economic De- a cost of $2,000,000.
man who reads, and remembers.
velopment; Kentucky Chamber of
Second, the State has earmarkConuner ce; fiscal courts, city ed $1,000,000 for new landing
halls, and local Chambers of Corn-a fields at 10 cities, and expansion KY. WINDAGE—
(c•numma from ease 1)
fierce; public higher education; of present airport facilities at 20
associations of forestry. agricul_ cities, principally as an attraction
City officials of Maysville (Ky)•
ture, and industry, and private to industry.
have been ordered to appear at
to answer a comfirms large enough to maintain
The geological survey is a joint a hearing March
dumping untreated sewinpromote
own
to
their
staffs
venture of the State and nation plaint for
pollution into the
dustrial expansion.
When completed, it will make age and other
Public loans to marginal indus- Kentucky the best-mapped state Ohio River ... thus bringing to a
try originated in a bill obtained by from that viewpoint. It is being head a matter up there that has
Governor Chandler from the 1958 started with $900.000 of State been hanging fire for a couple of
Legislature. It was not financed. money, matched equally by the years.
however. pending outcome of a Federal Government.
An interesting aspect (if the acthat in 1958 the
test lawsuit.
Wyatt has made his interest felt tion is the fact
The "Little It. F. C. Act," as it to particular advantage in the area State Water Pollution Control
was called, was ruled to be valid of forestry. The State has doubled Commission gave Maysville a
I.
- tehene 12
by the Court of Appeals in the finahcial support of this program, $250,000 grant which did not have
closing days of the 1960 Legisla- the increase being $1.000,000. Feb- to be repaid, to help out constructore. Wyatt took the lead in setts eral funds increase the two-year tion costs. When the city failed to
submit even preliminary engiviating it. obtaining an appropria- total to $3.100,000.plans to the Commission,
tion of $2,000,000 in revolving
The expansion includes such neering
capital.
major items as:
This public agency is-called the
1. Extension of forest-fire proFriday & Saturday
Kentucky Industrial Development tection to 40 more counties, with
TWO ALL TIME
Finance Authority. Its function is the target of 10.000,000 acres under
to help Cities develop industrial protection by June 30, 1962.
GREAT HITS, In
buildings and industrial subdivi2. Construction of 80 additional
Technicolor!
sions for lease to private industry fire-detection towers, with radio
at enough rental to service the and modern fire-fighting equipdebt.
ment to supplement them.
The'Business Development Cor3. Employment of 23 additional
poration, source of private loans graduate foresters.
to marginal industry, was Wyatt's
4. Establishment of a new seedutuaT24. own brainchild. The bill creating ling nursery in Morgan County,
ellanoa
it drew Wyatt to his only appear- with production aimed at 40,000,ane
ance on the Senate floor at the 000 plants a year by 1962.
1960 session, to explain it, an—Louisville Courier-Journal
MeV questions, and urge passage.
With co-operation of Kentucky
Bankers Association, Wyatt ob- COMBS, WARD TO SPEAK
tained $3,500,000 of lending capi- AT HIGHWAY CONFERENCE
tal from 236 participating memGov. Bert T. Combs and Highbers—banks. insurance companies,
way Commissioner Henry Ward •Starts fast In any wafter
private utilities, Rural Electric
speak at the thirteenth an- •Mime straight bars vp to /119
Co-operative Corporation, news- will
nual Kentucky Highway Confer- •4.22:1 gear ratio
papers, and the like.
ence to be held at the University •Thrifty to buy,thrifty to operate
As to research, the State has
of Kentucky March 1-2. Some SOO
an
begin
to
earmarked $1,000,000
are expected for the
agricultural research center at persons
meeting which witl feature talks,
University of Kentucky.
discussions and films on all phases
Another $1,000,000 has been earof highway construction
and
mailed to begin industrial rePhone 16
314
maintenanceon a 15-acre plot of Spin(lb top Farm, the 1.066-acre Blues showiltace near LeXington
,i-ted by Kentucky Research
FOsindation, a subsidiary of UniCDSTINV
versity of Kentucky.
ALL CAR WASHING (White or Blackwall) will
This project drew the intensive
MESUNDOWNE1
support of Wyatt. It is an entirely
be $2.00 Except small economy type cars such as
new concept in 1Centucky. The reCorvette, Opal and Volkswagen Etc. Car
Falcons,
$1,the
NMI
which
into
center
VIM
search
swo•
recaosoctoie
Lubrication will remain $1.25.
000,000 of State funds is going will
be devoted to the full range of in(ASHLAND)
CLYDE FIELDS
(STANDARD)
TREAS & MENEES

ed as Civil Defense inrectgir or a
period of 3 years and received his
wings from the air force for his
service in that capacity,
"lie is a member of the Methodist Church and has taught a
Sunday School Class for the past
5 yeartt, and is President of the
Suielay School Class,
"lie has attended the last 2
National Jamborees in a position
of leadership and was largely reaporaible for the promotion of the
last one He has been a valuable
counselor to the youth of his
town both in Scouting and otherwise
-With Pride in his service to
the youth of our Council we present this Citation to William R.
Johann."
Besides the Silver Beaver Award Mr Johnson also received a
10-year Veteran's Award
The Silver Beaver is a national
award made each year for noteworthy and outstanding service of
exceptional character to boyhood,
to registered Scouters within the
territory under the jurisdiction of
the Four-Rivers Council
During the past 30 years only
56 Silver Mayers have been
awanie,t bv this , o•incil.

WILSON WYATT—

FULTON
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AST
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THE NAKED
JUNG LE
PARKER HESTON'

McCULLOCH

MAC/35A CHAIR $AW

dal diesis qua

PAUL NAILLING
Implement Co.

EFFECTIVE FRIDAY FEB.17TH

--ruu.QUART am

Hiram Walker Quality
In A Rich, True
Bourbon
5th .
Pint ..
4 Pint

KING

MOTOR CO

(GULF)

CRAWFORD

(TEXACO)

SPARKS

(SHELL)

(G(TLF)
VARDEN & GOULDER MTR. CO. (FORD)
(CITY SERVICE)
IIF:MPHILL
(SHELL)
PERR1"S

(4 Years Old)

.1 W ROBERSON
KY, MOTOR CO.

3.

Also Available in 5Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - $4.75
Pints $2.95
Half Pints $1.50

, Oil
" 4 Y..
as A n.1 se r.sse nougat It.mrts. Whi44

HIRAM WALKER 8t SONS. NC., PEORIA ILL

(GULF)
(OLDS - CADILLAC)

Among prominent men identified with the I. C. was Abraham
Lincoln, who was an attorney for
the railroad until his election to
the presidency. During the Civil
War Lincoln called several Illi-

nois Central officers to service as
major generals in the Union Army
including George B. McClellan,
Grenville M. Dodge. Ambrose E.
Burnside and John A. Logan.
The 110-year-old Illineis Central enjoys the distinction of never
having been in receivership, of
never having undergone-a reorganization, and of never having
defaulted on a dollar of its bonded debt.
Your Favorite Beverages

ET'S HAVE A PARTY

Most complete stock in
West Kentucky

ONE-STOP
SHOPPING FOR
* VARIETY
* QUALITY
*SAVINGS

Hamburger,3 Lbs.$1.
Grade A small

BOLOGNA, 4 Lbs. $1.

EGGS, DOZEN...47c
.From Our Frozen Food Department.

FRESH OYSTERS — LOBSTER TAILS — FILLET OF SOLE—
SHRIMP COCKTAIL — STUFFED CRABS — FISH STICKS—
RED SALMON — SWORD FISH STEAKS
White, Yellow or Devilsfood

Folger's 6-oz jar

4 for

COFFEE Instant .. 79c Swansdown Cake Mix $1.
-oz. can
Swift's 151,
ARMOUR'S HASH 41c
TAMALES, 2 for..45c Tissue, assorted
Swift's 24-oz. can
12 rolls $1.
Northern
BEEF STEW .... 47c ARMOUR'S TREET 49c
Save With,_5(4zH Green Stamps
colors

THURSDAY ONLY: The Green Stamp S&H truck will be at our
store to exchange your stamps for free gifts! This truck carries all
Items that you find listed in your catalogue. Come Thursday and
exchange your stamps!

* ROBIN HOOD FLOUR *
(50 Free Stamps)
59c
5-Lb Bag
25-Lb. Bag .... $135 We Process.
Beef
ss Or Pork
(25 Free Stamps)
10-Lb. Bag .... 99c For Your Locker..5c Lb.
We will Pay you 10c to let us cash your payroll check

Tube Tomatoes-- Areal buy 2Tubes29c
Golden ripe

BANANAS....Lb. 10c
Nice For Stuffing
BELL PEPPER 2 for 15c

SPECIAL COUPON VALUE
S&H
GREEN
STAMPS

50 FREE

Fresh Off The Vine

With This Coupon and
$500 PURCHASE

SQUASH .... Lb. 10c
10-Lb. Batt
POTATOES .... 49c

(Limit I to Family. )

BATT'S

$4.00
$1.50
$1.30

Central was completed on September 27, 1856, it was the longest railrdid in the world ... extending from Cairo north to Dubuque, Freeport and Chicago.

FRESH GROUND

(PONTIAC RAMBLER)

ELLIS GULF
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L. KLUTTS

(CITY SERVICE)

JACK LOVVE

(D-X)

MAYNARD'S

(GULF)

MILL'S

(SHELL)

10e OFF GIANT SIZE

WHITEWAY SER.

(TEXACO)

Put-arms

(STANDARD)

this coupon and $3 additional
purchase
49c

PARRERS

(STANDARD)

YATES

(GULF)

TAYLOR MOTOR CO.

(BUICK & MEV

Rinso Soap Powder

,T)kr
x: . . . . .

50 FREE

With

sMt
r 1"1","1"r
VA).1
:
.• I
I

`i*- •

ON-

NO

with purchase of any Mirrorproduct:
Furniture
Glaze
polish. Linoleum, Silver Polish
Auto Polish.
T T.I T I IiI.I:T kr*
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Mrs. Ram)
, Vaughan •

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey IMelds •
Mr. and Mrs. J. Clyde Johnson
returned home Saturday after
spending several weeks with children Mr. and Mrs. Fred McCoy,
Sr. in Memphis Tenneseee.
Howell baby son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Bynum has recovered
from an allergy and is able to be
out some.
Get well wishes are sent to Mrs.
Biggs Roberts. Murray Road who
is a patient in the Jones Clinic.
She is receiving treatment and we
hope she. may be well very. soon.
Eno. Willis Green will fill his
Knob
Creek
appointment at
Church of Christ on next Sunday
at 11 o'clock. Bro. Green is from
Lone Oak, Ky. and a most cordial
invitation is extended to everyone.
The condition of Rube Vincent
took a turn for the worse over
the weekend and altho everything
is being done for his rest and
comfort he is very sick at this

RUPTURE
1
HEAL
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Tram
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
Falk/al

408 Lake St-

writing.
Rev. James Holt filled his regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church this past Sunday
at 11 o'clock Sunday School is
held at 10 A. M. with Howard
Harris as Superintendent. BTU
is held prior to the evening service. The pastor and church invites all to attend each service.
Joy Vincent, student of Murray
State. visited Sunday with parents
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Vindent, her
grandfather Mr. Rube Vincent in
Dukedom, and in Union City with
her sister Mrs. Jimmy Lowery
and Keith. Joy in entering her
2nd semester as freshman at
MSC. ,
Roads all over this locality
have been damaged by the recent
freeze and extreme severe weather and with the past days of sunshine and wind, it is hoped to aid
in shaping up better road conditions. In some places big chugholes where the gravel has broken down, holding water, further
damaging them.
IVIrs. Earl Mitchell has returned
home to Paducah after a week
here with her dad Mr. Ed Frields
and Mrs. Eric Cunningham, Dresden is here this week. Mr. Frields
remains about the same. He
doesn't rest so well at times at
this writing.
Becky Lynn. small daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis is suffering from a siege infection of
throat and ears and is under medical treatment of Dr. E. F. Crocker.
Mr. Forest House, veteran of
World War I remains in a serious
condition at his home in Dukedom. Children remain at his bedside.

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons *
FULTON
CALL 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn

The many friends of Mrs. Essie
Rogers were shocked and grieved
when they learned that after only
a few hours of illness she had
passed away. The Rogers family
lived in this community many
years and are remembered as one
of the most beloved families, who
wfII long be remembered, as a
favorite one. Sincere sympathy is
extended to the loved ones who
will find it so difficult to get along
without her.
Billie Copeland who was a patient at the Fulton Hospital last
week was
dismissed Sunday.
Here's best wishes for a complete
recovery soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ches Morrison entertained the Couples Club Saturday evening with a birthday
supper honoring Mrs. Harvey
Vaughan.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Nix and Mr.
and Mrs. Dtu-rell Terrell visited
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kelly and Mrs.
Mary Terrell in Union City Sunday. Mrs. Terrell remains about
the same.
The Chestnut Glade Home
Demonstration Club will meet in
the home of Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
Feb. 16, at 10 A. M. Visitors are
cordially welcomed. We expect
our Home Agent Mrs. Jo Larson
to be with us.
Mrs. Jim Burke, Mrs. V. C
Simpson, Mrs. Fred Vaughan and
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan attended
the WeakIty County Council of
Home Demonstrations in Dresden
Saturday afternoon.
FIVE SAFE COUNTIES
Only five counties in Kentucky
—Lyon, Owsley, Robertson, Russell, and Wayne—were free of
traffic fatalities in 1960.

OFF AND RUNNING by John 1. Day

Race(s)'to Remember

KENTUCKY DAM TOP
TVA TOURIST SITE
Frankfort—Kentucky Dam was
the top tourist attraction in the
vast T. V. A• system during 1960,
according to officials of the Tennessee Valley Authority.
The massive darn dear Gilbertsville, Kentucky, attracted 1,660,200 visitors from the 10,400,000
tourists who visited T. V. A. dams
and steam plants last year.
ATTEND

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Be Our Guests

Save On
ife Insurance!
:mixing Savings:
Write P. 0. Box 294
Fulton. Ky.

CHURCH SUNDAY

FEBRUARY SPECIALS
While some 36,000 Thoroughbred races run in the
United States each year are
recorded in the chart books,
few races go into the memory
book to be re-run whenever
racing fans get together. The
Santa Anita Handicap, first
regularly scheduled $100,000added stakes in America, is an
exception. One can almost take
at random one of the 23 runnings of the Santa Anita 'Cap
and have an event that would
do credit to a movieland or
TV script writer. As a matter
of fact, in 1946, one storybook winner, War Knight, was
owned by the story-writing
lady, Miss Ethel Hill. So uncertain was Miss Hill. about
starting War Knight among
the "big" horses, he was also
entered for an overnight handicap on the same program.

However, hope and courage
prevailed and War Knight was
one of 22 that went to the
post. At the finish War
Knight's proved the more
prominent of four nosesst the
wire. The game little Seabiscult was almost a three time
hero of the Santa Anita 'Cap.
Beaten a heart-breaking head,
by Rosemont in 1937 and by
Stagehand in 1938, Seabiscuit
came back after a year off
with a bowed tendon to win
the 11440 running. The first
running of the SA 'Cap in
1935 is still the richest having
netted the reformed steeplechaser Asucar, an import from
Ireland, $108,400. Another running with lasting echoes is
that of 1936 when Top Row,
a horse that had been claimed
for $3,500, won what was then
the world's richest race.

Fred Strache, McCracken Couniian, Leaving
Soon As "Grass-Roots Ambassador" To India

3 Piece Bath Set — — — $119.95
30 GAL. ELECTRIC WATER
HEATER
— — — — $_55.00
40 GAL. ELECTRIC WATER
HEATER
— — — — $ 65.00
30 GAL. ELECTRIC WATER
HEATER. Table-Top
Glass Lined — — — — $ 77.50
30 GAL. GAS WATER HEATER
10 Year Guarantee. 100% Sale
Glass Lined
— — — — $ 67.50
See Us for all Kinds of Plumbing Material
and Fixtures
We Have Some Used Fixtures and Material

Campbell's Plumbing Shop
909 Arch Street

Watches, Clocks Lid Time
Moss of All Kinds Ace.rudely Repaired at Low Cod
hi—
G'FIELD:
AD 5-2293

r

Phone 1037-R

id the Kentucky IFYE program.
Fred Strache, McCracken county,
will leave in October for India,
where he will spend about six
months.
As a "grass-roots ambassador,"
Fred will live with Indian families and take part in their daily
life. When he returns home, he
will tell people here in Kentucky
about his experiences and the way
of life in his host country. Exchangees from other countries get
similar views of U. S. life by living with rural families here. The
purpoee of the IFYE program is to
promote
understanding on a
"grass-roots" level among the people of the world.
Fred. who is 23, is a 1959 graduate of the University of Kentucky,
with a degree in education. He is
now at UK studying toward his
- FRED STRACHE
master's degree in educaUon and
A former Kentucky 4-H Club counseling.
member will live with rural families in India this year as part of
the International Farm Youth Exchange (IFYE) program, according to an announcement by Boyd
Wheeler. UK Extension Service
Kt swains socessars
4-H field agent who is in charge
oe sds
140thiss le think up.

ENTER NOW!

Every morning the WrIll"Live-Wire"- with the greatest concentrated Radio Audience,percentage-wise,in the whole Mid-South
- - brings you timely and important news of
this area.
Besides the regular news roundup,WFUL
seeks to serve its listeners in other ways. News
of road conditions, schools, disasters, special
events are provided whenever something of
interest is happening.
Be our Guest - - keep up with the Ken-Tenn
Area with the morning live-wire.It's the greatest news service of all.

Hastings Named
Director For
Hickman Firm

(Refill)

'
SW
%
SWEEPSTAKES

Charles E. Hastings, 38, has
been appointed executive director
of the Hickman Municipal Housing Commission. The appointment (GRAND PRIMO
was announced Jan. 23 following
o boo, ‘h•ttm.,
a meeting of the commission.
Brantly Arnberg is chairman
(1,000 2ND
and C. P. Mabry, King Davis, E.
We.t...81,,,e• 7 Tronsidoe
E. Powers and Gaither Glover are
P000ble RADIOS
members of the commission.

ASK ABOUT (Rr_,ta
BOOK OF JOB IS
IN THIRD SEASON
Kentucky will again be the
scene of one of the most stirring
religious dramas in America this
summer.
The annual production of "The
Book of Jot," will be in its third
season at Pine Mountain State
Park near Pineville. The inspiring
outdoor drama, depicting the sufering's of Job in the oldest book
in the Bible, is played by the
Everyman players, a troupe formed by Producer-Director Arlin
Corey, of Georgetown, to present
religious plays.

SUPER PLENAMINS
Ann.,,,..
Larger, Solboy
Vi10 ten-41.4ore/
Product

ienneustoltee end
March 21, 1501
AT OUR

DRUG STORE

Evans Drug Store
"The Rexall Store
Lake St.
Fulton

Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs

WFUL

A satiened customer is our
beet testimonial. That is
why we give you fast, efficient, technical service and
low rates on '1W repairs. It
all adds-up to saving you
money!
Antennae Installed

1270 On Your AM Dial

104.9 On Your FM Band

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

They give
this railroad
its spirit!
Every year We spend a lot of money tniApg
better tools of transportation. Our shopping-list
long: diesel locomotives with more muscle ...
! led rail that takes the thump and click out
(.1 rolling wheels ... centralized traffic control
that makes one track do the work of two.
damage-free freight cars that cushion shipments
against harm ... piggy-back cars that deliver
freight door-to-door ... electronic computers
that come up with answers faster than questions
can be asked.
Great improvements, all vital to successful
railroading! But only when a great family of
iailroaders breathes its spirit into these tools
does a railroad come to life. We believe our men
and women like their jobs more than most, enjoy their responsibility for supplying the human
needs of the people of Mid-America. Dedicated
rol.le and modern tools are what it takes to
tan a fine railivad.
WAYNE A. JotittsrOti
Presidia

LINO'S CENTRAL RAILROAD
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FULTON HIGH
SCHOOL NEWS
By Karen Dublin

In class meetings held Tueadae
afternoon after school, the students of each class chose their
representatives for the "Mr. and
Miss FIN" contest A vote among
all the students eill be taken on
Thursday. to determine the winners. The nominees from each
class are as follows: Terry Beadles
and Susan Allison. freshmen;
Tom Germaine and Phyllis Hews.
sophomores; Kenneth Bradley and
Wanda Caah, juniors; and Mike
Callihain and (aphelia noeight.
seniors

In the regular season play, and
especially during the tournament
In this week't action, the Willdogs took on the Wingo teain in
Carr gym on Tuesday night. They
will also travel up to Mayfield for
an important game with the Cardinals on Friday night Although
she Mayfield team has beaten
Fulton once this year, the Bulldogs
aie out for REVENGE and will be
fighting hard to win!

The FHA 'relent show, which
will be held this year, on February 22, seems to be shaping up
as a real entertaining program.
Although the different acts are
being kept pretty much a secret,
What little news that has "leaked"
out sounds pretty good. There
will be prime more of those hilarious "commercials" by Mike
Walker that were the hit of last
years show. Also I hear that there
will be a group of "charleston
Ricky Slier. Fulton High Jundancers".
ior, was the winner of a trip to
the 15th Annual World Affairs InIn last Friday's ballgame with
stitute to be held in Cincinnati.
county rivals. Fulton County. the
Ohio on March 17, 16, I001 He
Bulldogs really showed off their
made the highest score on a test
power They won by the sizable
given to Fifa Junior and senior
martin of al points, and sa comboys. It was sponsored by the Fulmented by enany, played their
Rotary ('lub. Hal Warren and
beat hallgame of the year Three ton
Tommy (`arney, In a tie for secboys.--Jerry Laerwell.
Herbert ond place, were the runner-ups.
Patton. and Bill Burnette—ow01ed
In double figures for the
That seems to be all the news
Bulldogs.
There seemed to be a great deal for this week. Be sure to support
more pep displayed by the VHS the Fulton Bulldogs during the
etudente than usual. A very good rest of their basketball season,
pep rally Sa AA held Friday after- and during the District, Region
noon. and the to hole cheering see. ??). and state (???) Tournalion warn filled for the game that ments !!!
night ever.one hopes that this
spirit sill continue to be as good
during the four remaining games
Keep Our City Clean!

elbow, 6-year-old Gussie Snyder, of Ashland, who
in his own televised open-heart operation in Louisville a
year ago, "countersigns" the Governor's proclamation designating February as Heart Fund Month. Charles R. DeSpain,
Bardstown, State Heart Fund campaign chairman, nearest
Governor, and H. G. Coffman, Lexington, State business gifts
chairman for the drive, seemingly approve.

IDEATIIS
Lawson H. Yates

Come to ttle

SERVICE

Veterans and dependents recornceiving service-connected
pensation payments are NOT required to report income, Olney
B. Owen, Iklanager,—Veterans Administration Regional Office, Louisville. Kentucky, pointed out.

OFFICIAL: With Gov. Bert Combs-at his
-IJBL
ITS" DO
"starred"
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News From Our
Boys In The

The Veterans Administration
today warned some 4,566 Kentucky disabled veterans, and widows and children of deceased
veterans, who have not reported
their annual income that their
monthly nonservice - conneated
pension payments will have to be
stopped.

Next week, the Bulldogs close
out the season with two home
games They will meet the Ballard
County "Bombers" on Tuesday
night, and then sill play a makeup game with the South Marshall
"Rebels" on Thursday night. Both
games will begin at 7:00 P. tn.
'Thns for the KENNEL Banquet
are almost completed. It will be
held on Saturday night, February 25, at the Park Terrace. The
guest speaker is Mr. Lou Edmondson, Director of Journalism at
Murray State College. Invited
guests will be KENNEL staff
members, class officers, and faculmembers. The Citizenship
ty
Award trophies will also be awarded to two outstanding FFIS
students

Page 7

_VA Payments
Stopped Unless
Wages Reported

Prior to January 1, the Louisville VA regional office mailed
out cards to 33,862 veterans and
receiving
veterans 'dependents
pension
nonservice - connected
payments and advised that they
church cemetery.
must be returned with full income
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home information
.by the end of Jahuwas in charge of arrangements.
ary 1961 or the pension payments
would be stopped.

1.0. Viamai

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE

FORT RICHARDSoN, Alaska—
Army Sgt. Leslie D. Am.s, 25, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Ams.
Route 2, Hickman, Ky., is scheduled to participate in Exercise
Willow Freeze, a cold weather
warfare field training exercise in
Alaska, Feb. 9-18.
The exercise will take place in
a 1900-square-mile area of rugged arctic terrain where temperatures range to. 60 degrees below
zero. Units regularly stationed in
Alaska ,and skilled in arctic warfare, will defend against the attacking 82d Airborne Division
paratroopers from Fort Bragg, N.
C. The exercise culminates ovek
six weeks of special cold weather
training for the paratroopers who
wiLl return to Fort Bragg upon its
completion.
Sergeant Am,,, assigned to the
Signal Company of the U. S.
Army Alaska, is regularly stationed at Fort Richardson. He entered
the Army in September 1958 and
arrived overseas in May 1959.
The sergeant attended Western
High School.

a 10004 AM CONDITIONED
• FREE PARKING
• FREE TY IN EVERY ROOM
• 1 FINE RESTAURANTS
• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
• !SOO FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
• COMPLETELY REMODELIED

Since eligibility for pension
payments is partially based on
R. 0. "Rube" Vincent of Duke- certain annual
limitaincome
ciorn died at his home at 6:15 A. M. tions that information must be a
February 14 after a short illness. matter of record with the VA or
Milan
sicorr
He was 81 years old.
41.s.
Owen
payment
discontinued.
Trade In Sutton with your
Mr. Vincent was born in Weak- urged that the completed income
HOME OF THE F•MouS
ley County March 7, 1879. He was questionnaires be returned im- friendly merchants.
the son of the late Joe and Dru- mediately.
cilla Biggs Vincent.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
We like Fulton!
Maud McClain Vincent of Dukedom; one son, Minnice of Dukedom; three grandchildren, Mrs. Firestone Rubber Company.
Survivors include his widow,
Jimmy Lowry of Union City; Miss
Joy Vincent, Murray State Col- Mrs. Bessie M. Rushing, his mothMrs. Bettie A. Rushing, Cliner,
lege; June Vincent of Dukedom;
/111TUIING
one great grandson and several ton Route I; two sons, Ferrell E.
CHMICOM 111101(10 SPICIAL111,
nieces and nephews. Two of the Rushing, Wyandotte, Mich., and
nephews include Carrni Page and Edward Tony Rushing, Pryorsburg; a daughter, Mrs. Owen C.
Billy Westmoreland of Fulton.
He was a member of the Duke- Latta, Wyandotte; seven brothers.
dom Methodist Church where the Clifton Rushing, Dearborn, Mich.;
services were held Wednesday at the Rev. Jack Rushing, Chicago;
2 P. M. Bro. A. L. Mays of Co- Willis Rushing, Wyandotte; Elman.
ON
lumbus, Bro. Keith Smith, pastor Eldon Dee and Arthur Rushing,
AL Makes and Models
and Judge Cayce Pentecost of- Clinton, Route 1, and Clyde Rush•
ficiated. Burial was in Oak Grove ing, Mayfield Route 4; four sisMOTOROLA
ters, Mrs. Jess Higgenbottom,
Cemetery.
Sales and Berrie*
WALKER DELUXE
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home Wyandotte; Mrs. V. D. Smith,
•
Tom Stewart, a retired promi- of Dukedom was in charge of ar- Lincoln Park, Mich.; Mrs. Millard
rent four, not five, not
First Industrial Plan
Dukedom, Tenof
farmer,
nent
Kennernore, Mayfield. Rt. 4, and
seven. but 8 YEARS
rangements.
107 South 4th St,
nessee passed away at his home
Mrs. J. W. McKinney, Ridgley,
OLD. Straight Bourbon
on February 9 after a long illness,
Tenn., and two grandchildren.
Paducah
Whiskey: 8 Years, 86.8
old.
years
lie was 92
Phone 450
1 Ill Lake St.
Proof.
Mr Stewart was born January
3. 1869 and came to this comJohn Cleveland Gambill, 407
munity from Middle Tennessee. Sawyer Street, South Fulton, died
His wife, Minnie Stewart preced- Feb. 12 at the Fulton Hospital. Be
Robert Kirk R11,1,1, infant son
ed him in death in 1955.
was 74 and a retired section em- of Mr. and Mrs. Willard Rudd of
Survivors include two foster ploye of The Illinois Central RailFulton, died at 8:30 a. m. FebFifth
sons. Novell McKinney of Tampa, road.
$5.40
ruary 14 at the Jones hospital.
Pint
Florida and Thomas Turbeville of
26, 1886 in Obion The baby, a twin, was born DeMarch
Born
% Pint
$1.70
near Dukedom; two nieces and County, Tenn., he was the son
cember 22, 1960.
two nephews.
of the late Frank and Sally WelSurvivors include the parents,
Funeral services were held in chel Gambill.
at public auction
the twin brother, Thonias Char,
Oak Grove Church of Christ near
Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. les Rudd. and the grandparents,
10.
February
2:00,
at
Dukedom
Peoria, Illinois
Jackie Viola Williams Garnbill; Mr. and Mrs. Bruce White.
Bro. Ray Fleming, pastor of Pilot four daughters, Miss Jaunita Gam_
Beginning at 1:00 p. m. we are offering in our
Funeral services were held
Oak officiat5eet Burial Was in the bill of Fulton, Mrs. O'Neal Jones February
first production sale 14 good bulls ready for service;
15, under the direction
of Fulton. Mrs. Henry Moore of of the Whitnel Funeral Home.
54 females including cows with calves, open and
Clifton. Ariz., Mrs. Charles Marler
bred heifers.
of Abilene, Texas; three son_s.
Raymond and Joe Gambill of Fulton and Moulton Gambill of Gary,
Ind., a sister, Mrs. Will Goesum of
Sale barn will be heated and it will be at the
Fulton, 10 grandchildren, three
AU types of Insuring.
great grandchildren. Mrs. Joe
Williams and Mrs. Amide Cathey
SAVE ! GET our
of Fulton are nieces.
Preceding him in death were a
PACKAGE DEAL
Located on the Tennessee side of the State
brother, Lee Gambill; a sister,
Mrs. Doc Iluggins and two step5 miles South of Hickman, Ky. and 8 miles
"Covering everything"
Line,
sisters. Mrs. Deasie Walker and
Phone 41$
Ky.
Fulton,
of Union City, Tenn.
north
Miss Cuba Edwards.
lie was a member of the Church
422 Lake St
of Christ.
Funeral services were held at
3 p. m at the Church of Christ
with Brother Hernia. Neal officiating. assisted by Brother Paul
1111111
=
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Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste

Lawson H. Yates, former Fulton resident and son of Mrs. Stella
Yates of Fulton. died Sunday
night at 9:30 at the St. Thomas
hospital in Nashville. He suffered
a stroke early Thursday morning.
He was born in Fulton and was
the son of the late Dr. J. C. Yates.
He had lived in Nashville since
his graduation from Vanderbilt
University over 30 years ago. He
was president of the Lawson H.
Yates Company of Nashville.
Besides his mother, he leaves
his wife, Mrs. Katherine Yates; a
daughter. Mrs. Marvin Holderness
of New York City and a granddaughter. Two step-daughters also survive.
He was a nephew of Paul Hornbeak, Mrs. Elizabeth Milner and
Mrs. Farrar Bushart and the late
Alf Hornbeak. all of Fulton.

BELL, TAVERN

we pay

c!)

5%
interest

TV REPAIR

1

savings

Tom Stewart

Wade Television

John C. Gambill

Robert Kirk Rudd

LATTUS ANGUS SALE
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22

'61 Ford Fairlane costs
least to buy:.
least to drive of all
full-size cars in America!

C. A. LATTIIS FARM

REilipE o,?IF

Rufus Rushing

PROOF
SAVE MORE
'61 FORD

*

'

Dewey Johnsonl

•

CHERRY
PUDDING
7

•-•

TO HELP PROTECT
,THE "PRIME OF LIFE"

I 0 A F.

Get our Winter SAVE-MOST DEAL on o'61 FORD FAIRLANE!

VARDEN - GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
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PHONE 42
FULTON, KY.
LAKE STREET, EXTENDED
to See Your Ford Dealer
If You're Interested in an (A-1) Used C ar—Be Sure

You've been hoping for a forextra pomula like this
tency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes. as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
C:Pree

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

els

or:

teaspoon vont%
4 Cupp sour cherrPiestte
oct
tcuhgerry juice
get ler
vanilla butter or
margarines
ternatelyextract.
with Add flour to and sugar. Stir in
casserole. Add milk. Turn intocreamed mixture
neat
altogether cherries in an evengreased 11/2 quart
dissolves. Pour cherry juice and
iayer over
moderate circa juice mixture sugar untilbatter.
sugar
(310°P.) about overBake
r
in
40
minute&

RANCH HOUSE
SELF—RISING

FLOUR

Pis.4

FROM THE GOLDEN WEST WHERE FLOUR IS BEST!

(
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CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE: Locust posts, seasoned; woven wire, 39". Homer Zopf,
Dukedom Highway.

AMBT1OUS people enjoy success
through training in Stenography,
Accounting, Clerical, SPEEDWRITING Shorthand and Medical SPEEDWRITING Shorthand
Courses, at BRUCE BUSINESS
INSTITUTE, 308 Popular St.,
Martin, Tenn. SUMMER SCHOOL
begins June 12. Classes daily,
Mon thou Fri. Also, TEENAGE
TYPING CLASS, June 19 to July
28. GET FREE INFO TODAY!

The Kentucky Department .cif person has infectious hepatitis.
Health has declared that an epi- WHAT CAUSES IT?
demic of infectious hepatitis is
Infectious hepatitis is caused by
raging in Kentucky and was first a virus. The virus is hardy II will
discovered in Bourbon County,
withstanod heat at 133-F. for an
Kentucky, but is now spreading hour and
freezing for Years.
over the State. Because disease is
no respector of persons or com- HOW DO YOU GET IT?
munities, the following statistics
infectious
Most
commonly,
about hepatitis are printed for hepatitis spreads from person to
your information. The folder was person by close contact. The diFOR REM. Floor sanding Ma- sent to the News by the Fulton- sease can also be transmitted
polishfloor
Health Department.
County
electric
and
chine
through water, milk or food that
Here are some questions and has become
contaminated by
er and electric vawaum cleanbowel discharges from patients.
ers. Exchange Furneture Co answers:

BIG "DISCOUNT SALE":—During the last two weeks of this
February, a discount on every
item of dress and work clothing
shoes, pants, shirts, luggage, leather goods, jewelry and mens
haberdashery sold that has not
reduced, except
already been
•Fruit of The Loom" underwear.
All sales final. No refunds or exchanges. Men: This month visit TV ANTEiv ci tits: we install—
trade--repair and move. Get
The Edwards Store in Mayfield.
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 30T. Roper Television
WANTED AT ONCE _ Rawleigh
Dealer in Fulton Co. or City of
Write Rawleigh, Dept. FOR RENT: Six room house
Fulton
gas furKYB - 1071-3 Freeport, Ill. Or see good condition, garage,
Bill Johnson, Box 352, Russell nace. Phone 218.
Springs, Ky. Phone: Union 6-4413.

NOTICE
MAYTAG WASHERS, stanoaru
Meese take notice that on the
and automatic modebt, $139.95
February, 1961. at
of
day
27th
and up. Sales and service.
1:30 p. m. E. S. T., the Public
none 201.
,
'
Bennett Electric,
Service Commission will hold a
hearing at its office in Frankfort
Kentucky, on the application of
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN
Southern BeU Telephone and
WANTED: Responsible party to Telegraph Company to adjust its
take over low monthly payments intrastate toll rates from and to
on a Spinet piano. Can be seen the following points, said adjustlocally. Write Credit Manager, ments to range from a decrease
P. 0. Box 215, Shelbyville. Indi- of 10 cents to an increase of 10
cents: Anchorage, Fern Creek,
ana.
Harrods Creek, Jeffersontown,
Pleasure Ridge Park, Pewee Valley, and Okolona.
When It 5

Real Estate in Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W.BURROW
Monti 61

109 Walnut

'arm Loans
Conventional 1..oans
FHA Loans

Boaz & Robbins
Painting and paperhanging
contraelors
Visit our store at
316 Commercial Ave

-The very best selection of reel
estate for sale at all times I

Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper
Phase 1610

For The

FREE PARKING!

BEST

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across from
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

Hepatitis Epidemic Moves Acr oss State: Here Are Some Facts

WAND'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone TU 56404

WHAT IS IT?
Infectious hepatitis is one of the
diseases.
common
contagious
Hepatitis means inflammation of
the liver. The early symptoms of
hepatitis
infectious
resembles
those of many other infectious diseases. There may or may not be
the yellow skin or yellow color to
the whites of the eye known as
jaundice. Since there are other
diseases, both communeable and
may
noncommunicable, which
cause jaundice, a jaundice alone
does not necessarily mean that a

WHO GETS THE DISEASE?
Everyone can get the disease.
The severity of symptoms is dependent upon age to infants and
young children the disease is very
mild. In older people and pregnant women the symptoms become
more severe and the disease lasts
longer
ARE THERE SERIOUS COMPLICATIONS
In the majority of cases infectious hepatitis is a mild disease
Complete recovery without rt.lapse is usual. Occasionally the
acute form of the disease may go
on to chronic liver disease Only
a small number of cases develop
a` disastrous form which may lead
to death.

WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS?
Early symptoms resemble those
of flu. There may be runny nose.
Sore throat, headache. muscle
pains, and fever. These may be
followed by nausea and vomiting.'
Loss of appetite is almost univer- WHAT CAN THE PATIENT DO?
Rest and nutritious diet are essal. The patient complains of
weakness and fatigue, "as though sential in infectious hepatitis. The
someone stopped
the motor." patient should rest in bed until
Jaundice may or may not be pres- his physician says he may get up
Resuming normal activity too so.si
ent.
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RELIGION IN EDUCATION
REVIEWED IN UK BOOKLET
A new bulletin issued by the
Bureau of School Service at the
University of Kentucky traces the
relation of American public education to religion. The work was
written by the late Robert Lee
Collier, who died in July. shortly
after completing work for his
Doctor of Education degree at the
University. In the bulletin, Collier
reviewed nine cases concerning
religion in schools which came
before the Kentucky Court of Appeals between 1905 and 1956.

'THAIS RIGHT,
NO BITE!"

VALID LICENSES

Yellowstone
The Greatest American Whiskey
Sontarkg Straight Bourbon 50 • 100 Proof Bottled -1h Bong •
etn,“ •
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Wick Smith Agency
24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 160
3111111393121:,'

WE

Odd Chairs. from

High Back Rockers

$10.95

Sewing Rockers

$ 4.95

Refrigerators, from

$30.00

9x12 Rugs, 2 for

$10.88

Remnants of Rugs

PRICE

Table Lamps, from

$ 2.50

Bed Springs, from

$ 4.95
$ 7.50

_

Odd Bedsteads

$82.50

60,000 BTU Gas Heater
Counter Topping, per ft.

60c

-Trade With Wade and Sere"
EASY TERMS
Phone 478
217 Main Street

LARGEST SUIT IN TOWN FOR THE MONEY
y,11 J

17
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3 HUGE PIECES
TRIPLE DRESSER
CHEST ON CHEST
BOOKCASE BED

a
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WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton. Ky.
Phone 103

%IF

slog

Scott's Floral Shoppe

GILLUM

Mirror
With Plain

Phone 20-J
Fulton
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

TRANSFER CO.

$119
With
Shadow Box
Mirror

_
NOW ONLY

545

WANTA SMALL PLACE TO LIVE?

German Made

(Deer play at your back door)

7 Jewel

OWNER BUILT, practically new home, located on 7 acres of
land just 45 minutes from Kentucky Lake, in Weakley County
Tennessee. Is on a good black top road, has all modern conviences, Electric heat, new well, soft water. Big double car garage, attached to house, can be made into a huge den or workshop. The total price of this property is $6500.00 and we are
just as inteeested in trading it for property located in Fulton
or close-in.
SEE — CALL — WRITE — WIRE

WICK SMITH AGCY.
Fulton, Kentucky
Insurance

$24.95

Wringer Type Washers, from

SOME OF THESE SUITES ARE SLIGHTLY DAMAGED DUE TO TRUCKING

Stationery

Night IGO

PRICE

Coffee and End Tables

Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

555 FULTON, ICY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

RYTEX "Personalised"

$57.50
$ 5.00

Hospital beds

For Every Occasion
Cards

Nice Bedroom Suite

RENT - - - -

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

greeting

$22.50

Living Room Suites, from

WE HAVE PURCHASED A TRUCKLOAD OF BEDROOM
SUITS FROM A BANKRUPT FIRM LOCATED
IN SOUTHEAST MISSOURI

Union City

FLOWERS
HALLMARK

February Specials

WADE IS PASSING THE SAVING TO YOU

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
camesomerrturrnmunsruimarir Mail orders—Snecial orders
TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of it
but with one of our Lowpayment plantCost, three
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES. 1
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

At this time there are no general immunization rriethods available for the prevention of the disease. Onee cases have been diagnosed, prevention
of
further
spread can be accomplished to a

considerable degree by maintaining a high standard of cleanliness,
both by the patient and by, the
persons in contact with him. In
certain special instances the family physician may elect to use gamma globulin to control the spread
of the disease among household
contacts of the Patients.

WADE'S USED STORE
MELLOW-MACH

At the begionnig of 1961, approximately 1,216.000 persons held
valid Kentucky
operator's licenses.

may cause a relapse
CAN IT BE PREVENTED?

Real Estate

Phone 62

Innerspring Mattress
Matching Box Springs
PER SET

2 Bell
GET THE LARGEST SUITE IN TOWN
PLUS THE BIGGEST BARGAIN

ALARM CLOCK

.51
at

s1

"TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"

ADE FURN.M.
LAKE STREET

—

—

FULTON KY.

REGULARLY

$4.95
THIS WEEK ONLY

$2.95
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